NOTICE OF MEETING
Meeting:

'Virtual’ Cabinet

Date and Time:

Thursday, 01 October 2020 at 7pm

Place:

Council Chamber, Civic Offices, Fleet

Telephone Enquiries to:

01252 774141
committeeservices@hart.gov.uk

Members:

Ambler, Bailey, Cockarill, Kinnell,
Neighbour (Leader), Quarterman, Oliver,
Radley

Joint Chief Executive

CIVIC OFFICES, HARLINGTON WAY
FLEET, HAMPSHIRE GU51 4AE
AGENDA

This meeting is being administered under the provisioning of the Local
Authorities and Police and Crime Panels (Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local
Authority and Police and Crime Panel Meetings) (England and Wales)
Regulations 2020 The provision made in this regulation applies
notwithstanding any prohibition or other restriction contained in the standing
orders or any other rules of the Council governing the meeting and any such
prohibition or restriction has no effect.
This Agenda and associated appendices are provided in electronic form only
and are published at https://www.hart.gov.uk/council-meetings
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MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The Minutes of the meeting of 3 September 2020 are attached to be confirmed
and signed as a correct record. Paper A
1

2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

3

CHAIRMAN’S ANNOUNCEMENTS

4

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To declare disclosable pecuniary or any other interests.

5

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE AGENDA)

6

UPDATE ON SUITABLE ALTERNATIVE NATURAL GREENSPACE (SANG)
The purpose of this report is to update Cabinet on the amount of SANG
available in Hart, to consider how it should best be used, and what measures
are needed to ensure Council control of its own SANG assets. Paper B

7

REVISED DRAFT BUDGET 2020/2021 AND OUTTURN PERIODS 1-4
This report provides a summary of the revised revenue proposals for
2020/2021 with comments made by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee on
the proposed draft revised budget and Council Tax levels for Cabinet.
Paper C

8

FUTURE PROVISION OF CCTV SERVICE
Following review of the Council’s CCTV service and the associated costs
required to operate and maintain it, this report outlines the options for and
makes recommendations on future CCTV service delivery. Paper D

9

5 COUNCILS (5Cs) CONTRACT
This report invites Cabinet to consider the current position with regards to the
contract for Corporate Services, known as the Five Councils’ Partnership.
Paper E
This report is Exempt

10

NEXT STEPS IN COVID-19 RECOVERY
This report provides an update on the Council’s work to support the district
since the last report in July, in response to the outbreak of Coronavirus
(COVID-19). Paper F

11

CAR BOOT SALES / SUNDAY MARKETS
This report invites Cabinet to consider and provide a strategic lead, on the
options they would like the Council to pursue and further investigate, which
would enable the delivery of Sunday Markets or Car Boot Sales to occur on
council owned car parks. Paper G

2

12

MINUTES FROM CIVIC REGENERATION WORKING GROUP
Minutes from meetings held on 01 September 2020 to be noted. Paper H

13

COUNCIL MOTION: PEDESTRIANISATION OF FLEET ROAD
To reflect on possible approaches that could be followed to address the
Motion adopted at Council on 24th September 2020.
“Despite great efforts and good intentions from all involved, there is a concern
that the closure of Fleet High Street to traffic has not been a success. This
Council therefore resolves to actively engage with retailers to understand and
assess the nature of their concerns and to physically observe at peak times
the impact of traffic on neighbouring roads. If compelling and verifiable
evidence gathered indicates that the benefit to retailers does not outweigh any
negative impact on businesses or residents, then this Council requests
Cabinet to have the road closures removed and to reopen the High Street to
traffic as soon as is practically possible and not later than the end of October
in sufficient time to support the Christmas trading period.”

14

CABINET WORK PROGRAMME
The Cabinet Work Programme is attached for consideration and amendment.
Paper I

Date of Despatch: 22 SEPTEMBER 2020
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CABINET
Date and Time:

Thursday, 3 September 2020 at 7pm

Place:

Council Chamber, Civic Offices, Fleet

Present:
COUNCILLORS
Ambler, Bailey, Cockarill, Kinnell, Neighbour (Chairman), Oliver, Quarterman,
Radley.
In attendance:
Councillors Axam, Crookes.
Officers:
Patricia Hughes
Dympna Sanders
Mark Jaggard
Emma Foy
Martina Duffin
Celia Wood
24

Joint Chief Executive
Environmental Health Team Leader
Head of Place
Head of Corporate Services and S151 Officer
Committee Services
Committee Services

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the meeting of 6 August 2020 were confirmed and signed as a
correct record.

25

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
None received.

26

CHAIRMAN’S ANNOUNCEMENTS
There were no announcements from the Chairman.

27

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None received.

28

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE AGENDA)
None received.
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FOOD SAFETY PLAN 2020/21
The Food Safety Plan for 2020/21 was considered.
Members were informed that the standard of food premises in the Hart area
has generally shown an improvement.
Members discussed the affect of the current Pandemic may have had on food
safety and were informed that in the initial stages Environmental Health
provided a lot of guidance to restaurants who wanted to offer a delivery
service. The advice was provided by the same team who dealt with Covid-19
regulations and as there were no food hygiene inspections, weekly drive
arounds were carried out to give advice and to do spot checks.
DECISION
That Cabinet approve the contents of the Food Safety Plan 2020/21 for Hart.

30

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTRUE LEVY (CIL)
To consider the introduction of a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) in Hart.
Members were informed that the Government is in the process of changing
the law and overall the view is that it would be better to carry on with current
arrangements and adjust when the law changes.
Members discussed why this had not been covered in existing budgets and
were informed that until there is more clarity it is better not to include it in the
budget however the CIL charges incorporate the costs of setting and
implementing the CIL Charging Schedule so ultimately would be absorbed
later on.
Members also sought clarification on Charging zones and were informed that
it will be important to set it at a rate to ensure it will be fully policy compliant.
With regard to timescales, Members were informed that the process may take
between 12-18 months to get in place.
DECISION
Members approved the recommendations:
1. That the Officers commence the processes to set the Community
Infrastructure Levy charging schedule and
2. That Overview and Scrutiny Committee consider any draft CIL Charging
Schedule prior to a Cabinet decision to consult.
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2020/21 BUDGET AND MEDIUM-TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY
To allow a refresh of the Medium-Term Financial strategy (MTFS) and to a
timetable for the setting of the budget for 2021-22.
Members discussed lost revenue (in terms of Leisure Centres) caused by the
effect of the Covid-19 pandemic had been taken in account and were
informed that fees are set at Pre-Covid levels in the 21-22 budget and
assumes everything will be back to normal, although there will be revisions to
current budgets.
DECISION
Members noted and agreed the refresh of the Medium-Term Financial
Strategy as outlined and the timetable for budget build for 2021-22.

32

TREASURY MANAGEMENT OUTTURN 2019/20 (ANNUAL REPORT)
Post consideration by Overview & Scrutiny Committee to consider Annual
Report on Treasury Management Activities 2019/20.
Members were informed that further investigation be carried out by the
Section 151 Officer to find alternative investment opportunities.
Members are encouraged to take advantage of training courses on Treasury
management for organisations such as Hart can be arranged for all Council
Members.
DECISION
Members noted the report agreed the Officer recommendation that further
investigation be carried out.

33

2019/2020 OUTTURN POSITION
Post consideration by Overview & Scrutiny Committee to consider the Annual
Report on Outturn.
Members were reminded that it is important to recognise these budgets
change every year and during the year and therefore it is not surprising there
will be ups and down. However, it is unusual that we see the bulk of the
money being used so we will have to challenge ourselves to be careful.
DECISION
Members approved the Officer’s recommendations:
1. That Cabinet note the 2019/20 outturn position, including the underspend
of £847K after transfers and accounting adjustments for the General Fund
Revenue Account
CAB.13
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2. That Cabinet endorses the approach that the £847K can be used to
increase the General Fund Reserve.
3. That Cabinet approves the carry forward of the unspent revenue budgets
as detailed in paragraph 6.
34

MINUTES FROM CIVIC REGENERATION WORKING GROUP
Members noted the minutes of the meeting of 14 July 2020 and 4 August
2020.
35 CABINET WORK PROGRAMME
The Cabinet Work Programme was considered and updated for Cabinet in
September.
• Harlington roof repairs will be re-considered as a key decision when all
information has been received from Fleet Town Council if the costs are
above the threshold.
• Programme to be updated for SANGS – Cabinet Member is Cllr
Cockarill.
• Programme updated for the next steps detailed in Medium Term
Financial Strategy paper.

The meeting closed at 8:26 pm
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CABINET
DATE OF MEETING:

1 OCTOBER 2020

TITLE OF REPORT:

UPDATE ON SUITABLE ALTERNATIVE NATURAL
GREENSPACE (SANG)

Report of:

Head of Place

Cabinet Member:

Councillor Graham Cockarill, Place

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update Cabinet on the amount of SANG
available in Hart, to consider how it should best be used, and what measures
are needed to ensure Council control of its own SANG assets.

2

OFFICER RECOMMENDATIONS
1. That Cabinet notes the SANG monitoring figures at Appendix 1;
2. That access to Hart administered or controlled SANG capacity is strictly
limited and prioritised solely for development that is needed to comply with
Hart’s identified Local Plan housing needs with the emphasis on supporting
developments that provide affordable homes for rent.
3. That the Council’s SANG allocation criteria is updated as set out at
Appendix 2;
4. That the Interim Avoidance Strategy for the Thames Basin Heaths Special
Protection Area, First Revision, Adopted November 2010 is withdrawn;
5. Subject to Recommendation 4, that the Strategic Access Management
Monitoring (SAMM) tariff at Appendix 3 is applied in Hart with immediate
effect;
6. Subject to Recommendation 4, that updated planning guidance in the form
of a Technical Advice Note is prepared to replace the Interim Avoidance
Strategy, to be approved by the Head of Place.

3

BACKGROUND

3.1

SANG and SAMM 1 mitigation is required to enable new housing in proximity to
the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area (SPA). This approach is
now enshrined in Policy NBE3 of the new Local Plan 2032.

1

Strategic Access Management and Monitoring

1
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3.2

the Council has no specific privilege in providing SANG. There are several
SANGs around the district, some Council-owned, others not, some still with
capacity to mitigate new development, and some new ones planned.
Developers seeking to access SANG therefore have a range of providers.

3.3.

Sufficient SANG is present or planned to deliver the housing numbers in the
local plan. However, the release of Council-owned SANG to has been paused
to take stock of current SANG capacity and how best to use it.

3.4

The Council has a corporate policy for releasing SANG under its control 2. This
needs some relatively minor updates to reflect the adoption of the Local Plan.
It is also an opportunity to clarify the Council’s approach for development that
benefits from permitted development rights.

3.5

The Council’s Interim Avoidance Strategy for the SPA is out of date and has
also been misinterpreted to undermine the Council’s control of its own SANG.
This needs to be withdrawn and replaced with an up to date document that
supports rather than undermines Council control of its own SANG.

4

PRESSURES ON SANG CAPACITY

4.1

The latest available figures for capacity across all current and planned SANG
are set out at Appendix 1, with a map showing the locations of the SANGs.

4.2

Current SANG capacity in Council control has depleted to approximately 114
homes at Bramshot Farm (between Fleet and Cove) and 35 homes at North
East Hook/ Whitewater Meadows (see Table 1 at Appendix 1).

4.3

Local developments in Hart continue to need SANG. Surrey Heath Borough
Council are also asking for help with SANG capacity to deliver housing in the
west of their borough. Hart has a strong history of working with Rushmoor and
Surrey Heath on SANG provision to enable housing delivery across the
housing market area.

4.4

Bramshot Farm is the SANG best placed to benefit Surrey Heath given its
location and catchment, but it only has approximately 114 homes of capacity
left. Rushmoor was allocated approximately 1,000 homes of capacity from
Bramshot Farm, but they say they need all of that themselves, particularly with
plans for the regeneration of Farnborough town centre.

4.5

Once created the Hawley Park Farm SANG will also be able to help Surrey
Heath. The Council has already committed approximately 175 homes of
capacity for Surrey Heath from that SANG, along with approximately 500
homes for Rushmoor. This leaves just 20 homes for Hart.

2

2
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4.6

Given the low levels of SANG capacity within the Council’s control at this time
it is recommended that access to Hart administered or controlled SANG
capacity is strictly limited and prioritised solely for development that is needed
to comply with Hart’s identified Local Plan housing needs. The overriding
priority being to support the delivery of affordable homes for rent. The Council
will continue however, to monitor the situation and work with both Surrey
Heath and Rushmoor on an ongoing basis with a view to helping those
authorities wherever possible, particularly Surrey Heath given current
circumstances.

4.7

Linked to this issue, the three authorities are undertaking a joint study into
possible alternatives to SANG that are more deliverable within highly
urbanized and constrained areas. That study is due to report in December this
year.

5

UPDATE TO THE COUNCIL’S SANG ALLOCATION CRITERIA

5.1

The Council’s criteria for allocating SANG to developments was last updated
in December 2018. Minor updates are needed where it cross refers to the
now adopted Local Plan and out of date legislation. It is also an opportunity to
clarify the position with regards to development that benefits from permitted
development rights. An updated version is attached at Appendix 2 showing
recommended additions (underlined) and deletions.

6

REPLACING THE INTERIM AVOIDANCE STRATEGY (IAS)

6.1

The current IAS was adopted back in 2010 and needs updating, for example:
• It does not reflect the current position following the Sweetman decision 3
that an appropriate assessment is needed for new residential
development even if SANG and SAMM is secured;
• It points only to SANG capacity at Hitches Lane and Hawley Meadows
which have both been used up;
• It has been misinterpreted by an appeal Inspector such that the
Council’s control of its own SANG was undermined.

6.2

It is therefore recommended that the IAS is formally withdrawn and replaced
with updated guidance in the form of a Technical Advice Note (TAN) to
support the new Local Plan Policy NBE3.

6.3

TANs are informal guidance notes that can be prepared relatively quickly and
do not need Cabinet approval. The TAN would do a similar job to the IAS but

3

People Over Wind & Sweetman v. Coillte Teoranta (C-323/17)
3
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would be more up to date, and, importantly, it can be explicitly clear that the
Council (and no other party) has control over its own SANG.
6.4

A TAN can be converted into a more formal Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) via the necessary processes (including public consultation
and Cabinet adoption) if considered necessary or helpful to do so.

7

TARIFF FOR STRATEGIC ACCESS MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING

7.1

The current SAMM tariff resides in the IAS. If Cabinet withdraw the IAS it is
necessary to adopt a replacement SAMM tariff.

7.2

The recommended tariff is at Appendix 3. This is close to the original tariff but
has been aligned with the most recent guidance on SAMM tariffs 4 and is
consistent with that used in the neighbouring boroughs of Bracknell,
Rushmoor and Surrey Heath.

8

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

8.1

This report recommends an update to the Council-controlled SANG allocations
criteria but no fundamental changes in approach. Other than that, there are no
immediate policy implications arising. However, it should be noted that future
planning policy in Hart could be affected if neighbouring authorities cannot
meet their housing needs due to a genuine lack of opportunities for SPA
avoidance and mitigation.

9

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

9.1

Re-starting SANG release will also re-start the receipt of developer
contributions for Council-owned SANG.

9.2

The commitment to prepare a Technical Advice Note can be met from within
existing budgets.

10

ACTION

10.1

If the recommendations are agreed:
1) Council-controlled SANG will be released again.
2) The allocation of Council-controlled SANG to qualifying developments will
re-commence.
3) A Technical Advice Note to replace the IAS will be prepared and published.
4) The new SAMM tariff at Appendix 3 will be applied with immediate effect.

Thames Basin Heaths Strategic Access Management and Monitoring Project: Tariff Guidance,
Natural England, March 2011
4
4
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Contact Details:
Daniel Hawes

daniel.hawes@hart.gov.uk 01252 774120

Appendices:
Appendix 1: SANG monitoring figures and map
Appendix 2: Updated Council-owned SANG allocation criteria
Appendix 3: Tariff for Strategic Access Management and Monitoring (SAMM)
Background Papers:
Criteria to access Council Owned or Controlled Suitable Alternative Natural
Greenspace (SANG) 6th December 2018
Interim Avoidance Strategy for the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area,
First Revision Adopted November 2010
Thames Basin Heaths Strategic Access Management and Monitoring Project: Tariff
Guidance, Natural England, March 2011
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APPENDIX 1

Hart SANG capacity at 20th August 2020
See Tables 1 to 4 and the map of SANG locations
Table 1: Council-controlled SANG with current capacity
Total
SANG
capacity

Capacity
required by
developer

Capacity
released to
Rushmoor
Borough Council

Capacity
released to
Surrey Heath
Borough Council

Capacity
used within
Hart

Remaining
capacity for
use in Hart

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

APPROX
remaining
capacity for use
in Hart
in dwellings
@2.4 persons
per household

Bramshot Farm

4,188

n/a

2,400 1

0

1,515

273

114

North East Hook/
Whitewater Meadows

1,524

1,427

0

0

12

85

35

SANG

1

Approximately 1,183 persons remain unallocated in Rushmoor Borough.

Table 2: Future Council-controlled SANG
SANG

Opening
date (est)

Total
SANG
capacity

Capacity
required by
developer

Capacity
released to
Rushmoor
Borough
Council

Capacity
released to
Surrey Heath
Borough
Council

Capacity
used
within Hart

Remaining
capacity for
use in Hart

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

APPROX
remaining
capacity for
use in Hart
in dwellings
@2.4 persons
per
household

Moulsham Lane

2021

637

397

0

0

0

240

100

Grove Farm 2

2022

1,488

1,117

0

0

0

371

155

Hawley Park Farm

2022

2,054

386

1,200

Approx. 420 3

0

Approx. 48 4

20

2022

720

720

0

0

0

0

0

2022

1,358

33

0

0

0

1,325

552

Albany Park North/
Poulters Meadow North
Albany Park South/
Poulters Meadow South

Grove Farm SANG will form an extension to the existing Hitches Lane SANG to the north.
This is an estimate. Sufficient SANG for the 22-30 Sturt Road proposed development in Surrey Heath Borough for 175 dwellings, estimated at 420 persons.
4
Remaining capacity in Hart District is subject to change once the final housing mix for the 22-30 Sturt Road proposed development in Surrey Heath is
submitted.
2
3

Table 3: Non-Council controlled SANG with current capacity
Total
SANG
capacity

Capacity
required by
developer

Capacity released
to Rushmoor
Borough Council

Capacity released
to Surrey Heath
Borough Council

Capacity
used within
Hart

Remaining
capacity for
use in Hart

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

APPROX
remaining
capacity for use
in Hart
in dwellings
@2.4 persons per
household

Bassetts Mead

1,325

0

0

0

1,021

304

127

Crookham Park

8,115

3,469

0

0

931

3,715

1,548

Riseley

1,425

214

0

0

0

1,211

505

SANG

Table 4: Existing SANG with no spare capacity (all ownerships)
Total
SANG
capacity

Capacity
required by
developer

Capacity
released to
Rushmoor
Borough Council

Capacity
released to
Surrey Heath
Borough
Council

Capacity
used within
Hart

Remaining
capacity for
use in Hart

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

APPROX
remaining
capacity for
use in Hart
in dwellings
@2.4 persons
per household

Hitches Lane

2,587

1,068

0

0

1,519

0

0

Hawley Meadows and
Blackwater Park

1,137

0

386

386

365

0

0

Swan Lakes

555

250

0

305

0

0

0

Sandhurst Road

250

250

0

0

0

0

0

Dilly Lane/
Queen Elizabeth II Fields

750

750

0

0

0

0

0

Hartland Village

3,337

3,337

0

0

0

0

0

SANG

APPENDIX 2

Criteria to access Council owned or controlled Suitable
Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANG)
1 October 2020
1.

The allocation of Council owned or controlled SANG will be at the discretion of
the Head of Environmental and Technical Services subject to the following:
a)

The SANG is procured, at commercial rates, through a land transaction
outside the planning application process 1; and

b)

the proposed development is fully policy compliant with either existing or
emerging Development Plan policies 23 or

c)

in the case of proposals that benefit from permitted development rights
the Council will use its discretion on a case by case basis having regard
to the objectives of development plan policies and in particular the
delivery of affordable homes for rent.

2.

If the procurement of the SANG transaction would result in the respective
planning application exceeding the statuary determination date, then planning
permission will be refused and the potential SANG allocation withdrawn.

3.

The allocation should reflect the life of the planning permission (one year). If
the planning permission expires without being implemented, any SANG
contribution received will be refunded 4 and the mitigation opportunity will be
re-allocated. There is no assumption that a further SANG allocation would
automatically be made available in the event of an application being received
to renew an unimplemented planning permission. Allocated SANG cannot be
transferred or traded between sites or alternative development proposals.

1

Unless the Head of Environmental and Technical Services, in consultation with the Joint Chief
Executive, determines that the development proposed is of strategic importance to the Council in
meeting Corporate Plan objectives and so justifies procurement through a Section 106 Planning
Obligation (subject to the limitations in regulation 123(3) of the Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulations 2010)
The Development Plan includes the Hart Local Plan (Strategy and Sites) 2032, Saved Policies of the
Hart District Local Plan 1996-2006 (Saved Policies), the Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites 2016 2032 (Submission Version) and any relevant Neighbourhood Plan.
2

3

A SANG allocation will not normally be withheld where on appeal it has been determined that the
development proposal would otherwise have been acceptable if it had not been for the absence of a
SANG allocation.

A refund of the SANG fee (excluding any interest accrued and minus an appropriate administration
fee) will be made.

4

Unless otherwise agreed because of exceptional circumstances by the Portfolio
Holder for Services in consultation with the Chairman of Planning Committee, NO
Council owned or controlled SANG will be allocated in the following circumstances:
4.

The development represents a material departure from the Development Plan.

5.

The development does not provide in full 40% affordable homes where
required by Saved Local Plan Policy ALT GEN 13 of the Hart Local Plan
1996-2006 (Saved Policies), or Policy H2 of the Hart Local Plan (Strategy and
Sites) 2016-2032 (Submission Version).

6.

Proposals are unlikely to be implemented due to complex land ownership or
tenancy issues or which are submitted as part of a valuation exercise (it must
otherwise be demonstrated that they would not prevent the delivery of new
homes by locking up SANG capacity for extended periods).

7.

Unless compliant with Policy ED2 of the Hart Local Plan (Strategy and Sites)
2016-2032 (Submission Version) no SANG will be allocated for any
development that results in the loss of employment land or employment
opportunity in strategic or locally important employment sites (as defined in
the Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites 2016-2032 (Submission Version).

APPENDIX 3

Tariff for Strategic Access Management and Monitoring
(SAMM)
The Tariff
1. In accordance with the tariff guidance published by Natural England 1 the Joint
Strategic Partnership Board agreed that the tariff should be £263 per person
plus an enabling adjustment of 8%. This is to be applied to developments on
a per bedroom basis. In addition the Council charges a 5% administration fee.

Tariff

Tariff with 5%
admin fee

Dwelling Size

Occupancy 2

1 bedroom

1.40

£399

£419

2 bedroom

1.85

£526

£552

3 bedroom

2.50

£711

£747

4 bedroom

2.85

£807

£847

5+ bedroom

3.70

£1,052

£1,105

Background
2. Developer contributions towards the Strategic Access Management and
Monitoring (SAMM) project is part of the avoidance and mitigation package
needed for new residential development within areas affected by the Thames
Basin Heaths Special Protection Area (See Policy NBE3 of the Local Plan
2032). The other measure is SANG (Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace.
3. SAMM is a project to provide management of visitors across the entire SPA
and to undertake necessary monitoring. It is a joint project between the Local
Planning Authorities affected by the SPA (namely Guildford, Bracknell Forest,
Elmbridge, Rushmoor, Runnymede, Surrey Heath, Waverley, Woking and
Thames Basin Heaths Strategic Access Management and Monitoring Project: Tariff Guidance,
Natural England, March 2011
1

2
In the absence of more up to date local occupancy rates, these are consistent with those used in the
worked example within SAMM tariff guidance document prepared by Natural England, published
March 2011.

1

Wokingham Borough Councils, Hart District Council and Royal Borough of
Windsor and Maidenhead) along with Natural England (as the delivery body)
and Hampshire County Council (as the administrative body). The SAMM Legal
Agreement was signed by Hart District Council, Natural England and the other
ten local authorities affected by SPA issues in July 2011.
4. The Access Management Partnership (made up of landowners and managers
of the SPA), with support from Natural England and Hampshire County
Council, is implementing a programme of strategic visitor access management
measures for the purposes of mitigating the impacts of new development on
the SPA, funded by developer contributions. These measures, in combination
with a complimentary monitoring programme, have been agreed by the Joint
Strategic Partnership Board and have been taken forward into the Strategic
Access Management and Monitoring (SAMM) project. The SAMM project:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Promotes SANG as new recreational opportunities for local people and
particularly encourage their use during the breeding bird season;
Provides an on the ground wardening service to supplement existing
wardening;
Provides an SPA-wide education programme;
Creates new volunteering opportunities;
Demonstrates best practice for strategic access management of visitors
and visitor infrastructure where the supply of greenspace is heavily
dependent on protected areas;
Monitors visitor usage of the SPA;
Monitors Annex 1 bird species on SPA sites.

5. The SAMM project manager (currently hosted by Natural England) is tasked
with drawing up a detailed list of actions. The resulting work programme is
overseen by the SAMM project board.
6. Avoidance/mitigation in the form of access management and monitoring of the
SPA will be delivered by landowners and managers, funded by developer
contributions, and provided for in perpetuity. The contributions are collected
from the relevant local authorities by an administrative body (Hampshire
County Council) and the delivery managed by Natural England. SAMM funds
are not used for the delivery, maintenance or management of SANGs.

2
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CABINET
DATE OF MEETING:

1 OCTOBER 2020

TITLE OF REPORT:

REVISED DRAFT BUDGET 2020/2021 AND OUTTURN
PERIODS 1-4

Report of:

Head of Corporate Services

Cabinet Member: Councillor James Radley, Deputy Leader and Finance
1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

This report provides a summary of the revised revenue proposals for
2020/2021 to enable Overview and Scrutiny Committee to forward its
comments on the proposed draft revised budget and Council Tax levels to
Cabinet.

1.2

This revised budget is necessary due to the unforeseen COVID-19 pandemic.

1.3

The original budget was agreed by Council on the 27th February 2020.

1.4

This revised budget takes into account both lost income from fees and
charges and also includes calculations made that we will receive funding from
Central Government to compensate income lost.

1.5

Expenditure for the expenditure periods to date is provided in Appendix One.

2

Cabinet

2.1

Agrees the draft revised budget.

2.2

Agrees the funding of any shortfall in lost income due to Covid-19 from the
General Fund after all Central Government funding schemes have been fully
engaged with.

2.3

Notes the budget monitoring information provided in Appendix One for the
period ended July 2020.

3

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1

The Government postponed the Spending Review due in 2019 and instead
published a short-term (one-year) Spending Round. In doing so it has:

•
•

waived the potential for negative RSG for 2020/2021
postponed any decision to localise Business Rates until 2021/2022 but it has
promised wider changes to the Business Rates system
postponed until 2021/2022 any Fair Funding Review that would revise the
methodology for distributing Rate Support Grant (RSG) and business rates
across the county

•

1
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•

Committed itself to reviewing New Homes Bonus (NHB) after consultation in
Spring 2020.
Of the above proposals we currently have minimal assurance that the above
proposals have remained on track and therefore there remains a large amount
of uncertainty for 2021/22 onwards. This means we currently have to review
the draft budget as a stand-alone year and cannot consider any future funding
to cross-subsidise this year’s expenditure pressures.

3.2

The Government has however launched a scheme to compensate authorities
for lost fees and charges which have been driven by the Covid-19 pandemic.
The income-loss scheme will involve a 5% deductible rate whereby Councils
will absorb losses of 5% of planned sales, fees and charges income with the
government compensating them for 75 pence in every £1 after this lost.

4

CONSIDERATIONS APPLIED TO THE REVISED BUDGET

4.1

The COVID-19 pandemic coincided with the start of the 2020-21 financial
year. The Council has a social duty to respond to the needs of the community
and consequently some regular services were suspended, and others
introduced. Consequently, the previously agreed budget has been re-cast
reflecting the new situation.

4.2

The original 2020-21 budget was built using an incremental approach. It
included areas where resources could be saved as well as opportunities to
secure new sources of income. The timing and nature of the COVID-19
pandemic has limited our opportunities in increasing income.

4.3

The following areas represent some of the more significant and ongoing
pressures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.4

Fall in income due to suspension of parking fees from March to August
with potential ongoing impact to fee income post August due to the
continuing Covid-19 concerns.
Fall in income due to change in law forcing the Leisure Centres to close
Contract changes & inflation increases
IT infrastructure investment for remote working
Modifications to the Civic Offices to ensure Covid-safety.
Reduction in income for licenses and inspections.
Reduction in income from planning fees.

The below table shows the anticipated pressures and losses set against the
expected Covid funding from Central Government.
Area

Estimated value
£’000
1100
500
60
310
1970

Leisure
Parking
Other
Additional Expenditure
Total
2
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Est Government Contribution inc grants
Net loss

(1696)
274
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BUDGET APPROVED vs. REVISED BUDGET

5.1

The table below summarises the revised draft budget for 2020/2021 compared
to the approved 2020/2021 budget
2021

2020/2021

Budget

Draft

£0

£0

Net Service
Budget

9,448

9,174

SANG
Expenditure

258

258

9,706

9,432

Debt Interest

12

12

MRP

445

469

-2,377

-2,377

Revised for actuals

944

1,218

Initial plus 4.4 total

8,754

8,754

Council Tax

-7,269

--7,269

Agreed Council Tax

Business Rates
Retained

-1,297

-1,297

Local Government
Settlement

Collection Fund –
CT Surplus

-31

-31

Collection Fund estimate

Collection Fund –
NNDR Deficit

154

154

Collection Fund estimate

S106 receipts

-53

-53

Allocation as per approved
expenditure

SANG receipts

-258

-258

Allocation as per approved
expenditure

Total Financing

-8754

-8,754

Cost of Service

New Homes
Bonus
Pressures
Net Expenditure

3% reduction on average
across budgets
Funded from allocated
S106 receipts

Financed by

3
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Transfer to
Reserves

0

0

5.2

Line by line review of all budgets has been taken into consideration which
overall leads to a reduction in net expenditure of 3%. Should this not be
achievable then a further report will be brought to Full Council seeking drawdown from reserves.

5.3

The revised budget anticipates we will be successful in our claims to Central
Government for lost income. Should this not be the case then a further report
will be brought to Council seeking draw-down from reserves.

5.4

Any subsequent costs relating to the delivery of the Corporate Services
Contract will need to be approved separately by Members and funded from
General Fund Reserve.

5.5

The major revenue funding issues looking beyond 2020/21 are:
•
•
•
•
•

Spending Review 2020 – may reduce the totality of local government
funding
Fair Funding Review – risk of losing further central government funding
as it is distributed elsewhere
Changes to New Homes Bonus
75% business rates retention from 2021/2022
General delays and uncertainty on future funding caused by Covid-19

CONTACT: Emma Foy, Head of Corporate Services x4207, email:
emma.foy@hart.gov.uk
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Appendix One – Expenditure
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APPENDIX ONE

Description:
Financial Year:
Period:
Function
Corporate Services
Community
Services
Place Services
Technical &
Environmental
Services

Total

Actuals April
to July
1,425,743.02

Current Period
Variance
-220,396.65

-564,653.63
477,870.76

225,748.04
-229,062.57

1,613,877.88

603,728.88

2,952,838.03

380,017.70
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Function

Corporate Services
Corporate Services
Contracts
Democratic
Services
Elections
Finance
Leisure
Revenue and
Benefits
Corporate Services
Community Safety
Private Sector Hsg
Strategic Housing
Homelessness
Social Inclusion
Community
Services
Licences
Environmental
Health
Business Support
Regulatory Services
Planning
Place
Countryside and
Ecology
Waste & Recycling
Infrastructure
Parking
Tech Serv
Env and Tech
Services
Grand Total
Revenue

Actual April
to July
374,767
106,057

Current Period
Variance
-492,951
-580,376

382,533

167,481

185,345
249,276
17,099
110,666

-58,042
108,086
455,306
180,099

1,425,743
3,605
78,798
44,114
-459,810
-231,361
-564,654

-220,397
-55,671
31,308
2,758
330,640
-83,287
225,748

-18,551
120,454

-7,771
-18,136

490,897
37,739
-152,668
477,871
261,236

-49,641
19,959
-173,473
-229,063
-135,181

857,591
48,811
225,724
220,516
1,613,878

675,344
-32,514
351,677
-255,597
603,729

2,952,838

380,018
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Cost Centre

Months 1-4
Budgets

Months 1-4
Actuals

Difference

Apprentices

15,810.00

4,419.76

-11,390.24

Commercialisation

25,046.67

24,463.68

-582.99

Communications

67,600.00

59,532.99

-8,067.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

Digitalisation

24,773.33

24,182.20

-591.13

Human Resources

24,573.33

742.60

-23,830.73

Information Technology

128,246.67

264,497.75

136,251.08

Legal Services

114,493.33

-225,544.75

-340,038.08

0.00

-13,635.96

-13,635.96

0.00

-42,090.00

-42,090.00

52,582.67

77,786.34

25,203.67

22,575.33

24,643.70

2,068.37

138,713.33

107,549.34

-31,163.99

67,570.00

2,762.04

-64,807.96

166,666.67

65,456.84

-101,209.83

0.00

0.00

0.00

19,066.67

0.00

-19,066.67

867,718.00

374,766.53

-492,951.47

686,433.33

106,057.27

-580,376.06

Covid19

Hart Lottery
Neighbourhood
Planning

Non Distributed Costs
Corporate Performance
Team

Planning Policy

Customer Services
Contracts

New Settlement
Council Policy &
Strategy
External Audit
Corporate Services
Totals
5 Council Capita
Contract

Narrative
No apprentices hired due to Covid 19
(Saving £11k).

Reduced Printing and postage costs

Invoice from HR Solution not as yet
received. Timing Difference (Saving
£24k). Not a true saving.
Covid Related costs and pushed
forward digitalisation strategy (Cost
£136k). To be moved to HACVID so not
a true cost.
Timing difference in receiving invoices
from Basingstoke (Saving £340k). Not a
true saving.
Timing differences in receiving invoices
(£14k Saving), Not a true Saving.
Grant received £40k, not forecast in
original budget (Saving £42k).
First half year of the payment has been
made. The second half is due to come
out in September. Timing Difference
(Cost £25k). Not a true cost.
Increase in Salary cost due to additional
management responsibility (Cost £2k).
Decrease in salary related costs as no
additional staff hired (Saving £17k).
Additional cost recovery (Saving £10k).
Timing delay in costs to other local
Authorities (Saving £4k).
Timing delay in invoices being received
from Basingstoke (Saving £54k) and
Jade Cash Collection (Saving £7k).
Salary related savings (Saving £4k) from
reduced working hours.
£500k was originally put in this budget
for 2020/2021. The Council will be
bidding to the Government for funding
to sustain this effort, however this
budget was created to ‘bridge the gap’
should there be any delays in bidding
rounds coming forward. As a result this
budget has not yet been called upon).
No spend has occurred (Saving £10k).
Timing delay in invoices being received
from Ernst and Young (Saving £19k).
Delay in receiving invoices from South
and Vale for Capita. (Saving £580k).
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Corporate Services
Contracts Totals
Civic Function and
Chairman

686,433.33

106,057.27

-580,376.06

3,356.67

0.00

-3,356.67

Hart Development

10,900.00

11,736.96

836.96

Leadership Team

200,795.00

370,795.95

170,000.95

Democratic Totals

215,051.67

382,532.91

167,481.24

Hart Election Costs
Support to Elected
Bodies

71,996.67

33,929.41

-38,067.26

127,006.67

122,710.64

-4,296.03

0.00

10,322.90

10,322.90

44,383.33

18,382.18

-26,001.15

Elections Totals

243,386.67

185,345.13

-58,041.54

Corporate Finance

104,763.33

222,336.52

117,573.19

Rechargeable Elections

Register of Electors

Internal Audit

36,426.67

26,939.39

-9,487.28

Finance Totals
Frogmore Leisure
Centre

141,190.00

249,275.91

108,085.91

0.00

0.00

0.00

Leisure Centres

-438,206.67

17,099.16

455,305.83

Leisure Totals

-438,206.67

17,099.16

455,305.83

46,800.00

233,164.03

186,364.03

-116,233.33

-122,497.92

-6,264.59

-69,433.33

110,666.11

180,099.44

Community Safety
Community Safety
Totals

59,275.67

3,604.68

-55,670.99

59,275.67

3,604.68

-55,670.99

Private Sector Housing

47,490.00

78,798.15

31,308.15

Housing/ Council Tax
Benefits
Revenues & Benefits
Contract
Revenues and Benefits
Totals

No spend has occurred to date (Saving
£3k).
Recruitment Costs of £10k. £114k of
timing differences to charities grants CAB, Inclusion Hampshire, and Fleet
Phoenix. Grants are paid in full in April.
Covid related costs to be moved (Cost
£46k)
No elections to occur in 2020/2021 and
so £38k saving.
Fewer expenses received due to Covid
lockdown (saving £4k).
Election costs incurred prior to
lockdown (Cost £10k).
£10k saving of employee related costs
after 1 officer left the council and not
replaced. £10k of printing saved due to
lockdown delaying activities. £6k of
grant received so a timing saving
currently.
£112k of additional cost in insurance
premiums as not yet moved across the
council (timing only). Covid related
costs to be moved £5k.
Timing delay in receiving invoices £9k
saved.

No income received from leisure
centres due to lockdown (Cost £455k).
Timing delay between HB allowances
paid out and subsidy being paid £186k
cost.
£3k of additional grant (Saving £3k) plus
£3k of reduced court fees due to Covid
lockdown (Saving £3k).
Timing delay in receiving the first
quarter's bill for the service. Saving
£56k.
£13k of additional cost relating to
Providence House to be funded from
reserves at the end of the year. £18k of
additional salary related costs due to
officers working within Disabled
Facilities Grant's shown in here rather
than in the capital code. Will be moved
at the year end once Covid related
costs are resolved and then the
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capitalisation of salaries can be
calculated.

Private Sector Housing
Totals

47,490.00

78,798.15

31,308.15

41,356.67

44,114.35

2,757.68

41,356.67

44,114.35

2,757.68

Domestic Abuse

-969,583.33

-504,426.52

465,156.81

Housing Needs Service

179,133.33

141,816.61

-37,316.72

Strategic Housing
Strategic Housing
Totals

PRS Access Fund

0.00

-97,200.00

-97,200.00

Homelessness Totals

-790,450.00

-459,809.91

330,640.09

Social Inclusion and
Partnerships

-148,074.00

-231,360.90

-83,286.90

Social Inclusion Totals

-148,074.00

-231,360.90

-83,286.90

Licences

-1,389.67

13,478.64

14,868.31

Taxi

-9,390.00

-32,029.65

-22,639.65

Licences Totals

-10,779.67

-18,551.01

-7,771.34

Environmental Health
Commercial

55,506.67

53,374.47

-2,132.20

Environmental
Protection

73,933.33

60,842.06

-13,091.27

£3k of additional cost in overtime that
is Covid related.
Grants paid out from the grant money
received Cost £465k. Grant spend not
budgeted for.
£23k saving on homelessness costs
caused by timing delay in invoice
receipt. Plus also £14k of additional
income (Saving £14k).
£97k due to be paid to Basingstoke but
delay in receiving their invoice. Timing
difference only.
Saving on one officer leaving the
council and not replaced until July
(Saving £4k). Offset by one officer
acting up when Head of Service was
due to leave £4k cost. £1k saving on
staff expenses due to lockdown. £81k
of additional grant received that is due
to be moved (saving £81k).
Waiting for £11k of invoices for the
service for Qtr 1 from Basingstoke
(Saving £11k). Offset by waiting for the
income from Basingstoke for the
renewal costs of licences (£25k cost).
Basingstoke have extended licences for
a lot of people due to Covid lockdown
and to allow people to continue to
operate. The financial impact of the
decision is not as yet known.
£41k saved from not having received
invoices from Basingstoke to date.
Offset by £19k of missing income (Cost
£19k). Taxi licences have also been
extended by Basingstoke to allow
operations to continue. Financial
Impact of the extensions is not as yet
known.
£7k cost of lost income during Covid
lockdown (Cost £7k). Licences extended
during the lockdown. Offset against £3k
saving on agency staff. £1k of timing
difference on staff travel savings and
£3k savings from un-invoiced legal
services from Basingstoke.
£8k of staff savings from officer
vacancies. £1k of savings caused by
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Out of Hours Noise
Service

9,216.67

5,074.02

-4,142.65

Pest Control
Environmental Health
Totals

-66.67

1,163.57

1,230.24

138,590.00

120,454.12

-18,135.88

Buildings Repairs &
Maintenance

233,364.67

213,351.36

-20,013.31

Business Support
Print Room &
Photocopying

293,740.00

274,446.73

-19,293.27

13,433.33

3,098.80

-10,334.53

Business Support Totals

540,538.00

490,896.89

-49,641.11

18,706.67

17,925.09

-781.58

0.00

10,549.30

10,549.30

Health &Safety

22,130.00

19,866.56

-2,263.44

Local Land Charges

-48,566.67

-31,129.76

17,436.91

2,500.00

2,560.20

60.20

23,010.00

17,967.85

-5,042.15

17,780.00

37,739.24

19,959.24

Dog Warden
Economic Development

Churchyards
Health and Wellbeing
Regulatory Services
Totals

timing differences in staff travel and
training. Also £4k of additional income
(saving £4k).
£3k of overtime savings which is both a
timing issue and as a result of Covid.
£1k of National insurance and pension
savings for the same reason.
£1k of lost income (£1k cost) due to
delay in receiving income from the
supplier and lockdown.
£27k saving against buildings repairs
and maintenance which is a timing
thing caused by lockdown. £15k saving
on utility bills due to profiling problems
(e.g. more cost in winter). £5k saving on
building cleaning as a result of
lockdown and closing of the offices. £3k
of savings from vending machine
supplies and catering as a result of the
lockdown of the building. Offset by
£24k of Covid related spend. £6k of
reduced income as a result of
renegotiation of ACAS rental
agreement (£6k Cost).
£1k of salary savings from employing
younger staff with reduced National
insurance payments and less starting
salary. £16k of reduced printing and
postage costs due to lockdown of
offices. £2k of saving on staff training
and associated travel which is a timing
issue.
£10k of printing costs due to office
lockdown.

No budget was put in for economic
development as it had been included in
HACOMM (£11k cost).
a further £1k saving on purchase of
equipment which is potentially also a
timing issue as opposed to a lockdown
result.
£10k saving against land charge costs to
county. Partially due to profiling of the
costs which are higher in the summer
months but also due to lockdown people unable to move house. Offset
against £27k of additional cost as a
result of lost income. This is again due
to profiling of the income as well as
lockdown meaning that people could
not move.
£5k of salary saving from not having
additional secondment from CCG
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Building Control - Fee
Income

-30,689.33

-173,780.81

-143,091.48

34,497.67

-21,356.15

-55,853.82

-1,030.00

-4,521.88

-3,491.88

Planning Development
Management

18,026.67

46,990.36

28,963.69

Planning Totals

20,805.00

-152,668.48

-173,473.48

Biodiversity

20,103.33

17,480.05

-2,623.28

Bramshot Farm
Revenue

21,840.00

34,959.06

13,119.06

Hartley Wintney
Commons

14,523.33

1,286.23

-13,237.10

Landscape and
Conservation

20,126.67

18,606.04

-1,520.63

6,223.33

170.00

-6,053.33

35,480.00

11,390.46

-24,089.54

160,620.00

100,733.82

-59,886.18

12,383.33

3.28

-12,380.05

Building Control Non
Fee
Street Naming and
Numbering

Elvetham Heath Nature
Reserve

Edenbrook Country
Park

Environmental
Promotion

Odiham Common

£130k saving from not having received
the first quarters invoice from
Rushmoor. Also £13k of additional
income (£13k saving).
£56k saving from not having received
the first quarters invoice from
Rushmoor.
£3k of additional income (£3k saving)
£39k of saving against salary related
costs. £11k savings against consultants.
Offset against £9k subscriptions (£9k
cost) and £70k of lost income (£70k
cost).
£3k saving from purchase of equipment
and sub-contracted work. This was due
to a timing issue and lockdown. The
work to be done will occur later on in
the year.
Additional cost of £13k which is salary
related as capital salaries have been put
in here whilst Covid costs are removed
and cpaitalisation of salaries costs are
determined. Costs will move into the
capital code at the year end.
£12k saving against consultants costs
and sub-contracted work as a timing
issue. Work cannot begin there at this
time. £1k saving on vehicle insurance is
again a timing issue as the journal has
not been processed to move the money
to the correct places.
£2k saving mainly on salary related
costs as not all salary costs are in this
budget as yet. Journal will occur at year
end and so is a timing issue.
£6k of timing related savings - water
bills £1k saving, sub contracted works
£2k saving, £1k vehicle insurance and
salary costs £2k saving to be moved at
the year end.
£12k saving on salary related costs
which are timing related due moving
salaries at the year end. £12k saving on
timing issues of supplies and services
that have not as yet been purchased.
The profile of the spend was 1/12 per
month but spend occurs in one lump.
£53k saving on salary related costs as
there are vacancies in the team. £6k
saving on timing issues within
equipment purchase and employee
training that will be incurred later in the
year.
Saving of £1k on vehicle insurance
(timing issue), £2k of savings against
sub-contracted work that will occur
later in the year. £10k of savings against
salary costs to be moved at the year
end.
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Fleet Pond

23,656.67

18,561.67

-5,095.00

1,493.33

0.00

-1,493.33

20,663.33

8,781.95

-11,881.38

59,303.33

49,262.95

-10,040.38

396,416.67

261,235.51

-135,181.16

-8,703.33

-14,720.15

-6,016.82

Basingstoke Waste
Contract

0.00

896,348.37

896,348.37

Waste Client Team

-386,998.33

-387,920.04

-921.71

14,100.00

-1,823.61

-15,923.61

Waste Contract

563,849.00

365,706.46

-198,142.54

Waste Totals

182,247.33

857,591.03

675,343.70

Land Repossessions

Small SANG Sites

Tree Preservation
orders
Countryside & Ecology
Totals

Clinical and Bulky
Waste

Waste Education and
Communications

Hart Drainage

54,540.00

22,222.25

-32,317.75

£5k of savings in salary realted costs
due to the movement of salaries not
occurring monthly but will be
journalled at the year end. Saving of
£4k on buildings repairs and
maintenance as work has not yet
occurred. £4k of additional cost from
Business Rates again a timing issue.
£1k of savings which is again timing on
costs associated with land
repossession. No issues have occurred
to date but are more likely to occur
later in the summer but could be at any
point.
£10k of savings in salary related costs.
This is a timing issue as year end
journals will be done to move actual
salary costs. £2k of savings for subcontracted work that has not yet been
undertaken. Costs will occur in lump
sums later on in the financial year.
£2k savings on grounds maintenance
costs to date as we are waiting for
another invoice to be submitted to
bring the costs up to date. £2k savings
on purchase of equipment. No
equipment has been required as yet,
but it will be spent as we go through
the year. £6k savings on sub-contracted
works and consultant costs are again a
timing issue. Work has been
undertaken but no invoices received as
yet.
£10k of savings against land search
charges while we wait for invoices to be
received. Offset against £4k of
additional cost from reduction in
income. This is partially Covid related
but also timing related.
£896k of additional costs but these are
timing related as they need to be
invoiced to Basingstoke. There has
been a delay in creating those invoices
due to officers required to shield.
£12k of savings against printing whilst
we wait for the invoices to arrive from
Basingstoke. £4k of advertising costs
again is a timing issue whilst waiting for
invoices to arrive.
£186k saved on fees and hired services,
£17k saved on sub-contracted works
while invoices are waiting to be
received. Offset by £5k reduction of
income in recovery of costs (£5k cost).

£7k of salary related savings as a result
of drop in officer hours and split of
officer costs. £25k of savings in sub-
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contracted work. Work is underway but
has not as yet been invoiced up to date.

Emergency Plan

10,973.33

3,693.23

-7,280.10

Highways Traffic
Management

15,811.67

22,895.86

7,084.19

Infrastructure Totals

81,325.00

48,811.34

-32,513.66

Off Street Parking

-156,150.00

189,728.09

345,878.09

On Street Parking

30,196.67

35,995.77

5,799.10

-125,953.33

225,723.86

351,677.19

59,133.33

10,091.26

-49,042.07

Parking Totals

CCTV

£7k of savings due to profiling issue in
contributions to voluntary
organisations. Invoice will come in for
Hampshire County in one lump.
£2k of additional salary related costs
from change in split of officer time. £2k
of savings in purchase of equipment
that will be spent later in the year. £4k
of savings in purchase of equipment
which will again be spent in the coming
months. £4k of savings in advertising
costs which is lcokdown delayed. The
work will occur later on in the year. £3k
cost of reduced income. This is again
lockdown related and will occur later
on in the year. £12k of additional cost
as a result of the Fleet Road
Pedestrianisation project to be moved
into a capital code.
£21k of staff savings by not recruiting
to vacancies. £83k of cost in business
rates caused by profile timing. Business
rates are invoiced at the start of the
year. £30k of cost in ticket machines
where invoices have not been split out
correctly. £4k saving on notice boards
as due to lockdown, the boards have
not as yet been updated with revised
prices. £4k saving in software
purchases as no invoice has as yet been
received. This is purely a timing issue
and will occur. £11k saving in sub
contracted works as invoices have not
as yet been received. £273k of lost
income (£273k cost) as a result of
lockdown and the decision to give free
parking for a period of time.
£21k of staff savings by not recruiting
to vacancies. £1k of savings as a result
of not journalling the car insurance yet.
£5k overspend on ticket machines. £7k
saved on software purchases and
printing costs which is due to timing.
£3k saving on collection of cash which
is another timing to receive invoices
and less income to collect due to
council decisions for free parking. £33k
cost of lost income as a result of
lockdown and the free parking decision.
Saving of £49k in fees and hired
services while we await the first
quarters invoice from Rushmoor BC.
£4k of additional cost in sub contracted
work which is a timing issue as the cost
has been received in advance. £4k of
additional cost recovery (saving £4k).

APPENDIX ONE

Climate Change

16,600.00

4,319.39

-12,280.61

Estates/ Asset
Management

23,913.33

3,980.63

-19,932.70

2,786.67

899.75

-1,886.92

Grounds Maintenance

133,296.67

41,002.33

-92,294.34

Street Cleaning

238,716.67

160,222.78

-78,493.89

1,666.67

0.00

-1,666.67

476,113.33

220,516.14

-255,597.19

2,572,820.33

2,952,838.03

380,017.70

Street Furniture

Fair Trade
Technical Services
Totals
Total For Council

£12k of salary related lines saving as no
recruitment occurred for the full time
post of climate change officer.
£2k of salary related savings due to
officer reduction in working hours.
£17k of savings in consultants and sub
contracted work where invoices are
waiting to be received delay in sending
due to lockdown.
£2k saving in equipment purchase
which will occur later in the year so a
timing issue.
£60k saving in fees and hired services
due to invoice not being received as
yet. £2k savings in sub contracted
works for the same reason. £3k in
salary related savings as the journal to
move the costs in to the budget will
occur at year end. £27k of additional
income in reimbursements from County
Council as monery received in advance.
£66k saving in fees and hired services
due to invoice not being received as
yet. £14k saving in payments to other
local authorities again for the same
reason. £3k in salary related savings as
the journal to move the costs in to the
budget will occur at year end. £5k cost
for loss of income. The income from the
prior year to date has not as yet been
received.
No fair trade payment was made in the
last financial year and is not expected
to be spent in the current year. Saving
to date £2k.
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DATE OF MEETING:

1 OCTOBER 2020

TITLE OF REPORT:

FUTURE PROVISION OF CCTV SERVICE

Report of:

Head of Environment and Technical Services

Cabinet member:

Councillor James Radley, Deputy Leader and Finance

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

Following review of the Council’s CCTV service and the associated costs
required to operate and maintain it, this report outlines the options for and
makes recommendations on future CCTV service delivery.

2

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION

2.1

Cabinet are RECOMMENDED to approve: –
(i)

the termination of the shared service agreement with
Rushmoor Borough council for the monitoring of Harts CCTV
cameras.

(ii)

the establishment of a legal agreement with Runnymede
Borough Council for the monitoring of Harts CCTV cameras as
outlined in the below report;

(iii)

the commencement of all necessary technical feasibility and
other preliminary works to affect the proposed new service
agreement;

(iv)

that a budget of £104k is allocated in the council’s capital
programme to fund implementation and decommissioning
costs.

(v)

that a budget of £15k per annum is allocated to the council’s
capital programme for 3 year period commencing in 2021/22 to
fund a rolling replacement of the Councils CCTV camera stock.

3

INTRODUCTION

3.1

Against a backdrop of aging CCTV equipment, within the CCTV room
which required significant capital investment, Rushmoor Borough Council
commissioned a consultant to consider future options, recommendations
and research on alternative service provision.

3.2

As a result of this evidence, in July 2020 Rushmoor Borough Council’s
Cabinet agreed to outsource the future delivery of their CCTV service to
Runneymede Borough Council. The impact of this decision for Hart is, in
1
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essence, the termination of the shared service arrangement for the
monitoring of Harts CCTV cameras
3.3

This report therefore looks to the future options for Hart District Councils
CCTV provision, including the potential to close the service, which would
be a key decision for the Council, as it impacts on a number of areas.

4

BACKGROUND

4.1

There is no direct statutory duty requiring the provision and management
of CCTV by local Councils. However, the Crime & Disorder Act 1998
(CDA98) requires each authority to exercise its functions to prevent crime
and disorder;

4.2

The Council has, in part fulfilment of this obligation, operated a CCTV
service covering Fleet, Hook and Blackwater and has cameras mounted
in all of its off street car parks.

4.3

First established as a stand-alone service, the Council subsequently
joined forces with Rushmoor Borough Council (RBC) and have operated
a joint CCTV service since 2013. The purpose of this joint service was
defined as to ‘help deter and prevent crime and disorder and reduce
the fear of crime’ with the overarching objective to ‘help make Hart and
Rushmoor safer areas in which to live’.

4.3

The joint service has comprised a dedicated control centre located within
the Rushmoor Borough Council Offices. The control room is staffed by six
staff (6.38 FTE) and manned between 07:00 and 01:00 Sundays to
Wednesdays and between 07:00 and 04:00 Thursdays to Saturdays on a
shift rota basis. A number of these posts are currently vacant and covered
by other Council staff. Here, a total of 116 mixed analogue and digital
cameras are monitored and recorded 365 days per year 24 hours a day.

4.4

Save for a hosting charge and the specific camera maintenance and
transmission costs of each authority, the overall costs of the joint service
are split 55:45 between Rushmoor and Hart respectively. This split was
established on the basis of the number of CCTV cameras monitored in
each district area at the time of its launch and is embedded in a 10-year
deed of operation between the two Council’s, of which we are in year six.
In common with other shared service approaches, the agreement is
subject to a 12 months’ notice of termination. The costs and work of the
shared CCTV service is overseen by a Joint Governance Group (JGG),
made up of representatives from Rushmoor and Hart in accordance with
this deed.

4.5

The 2020/21 budget for the CCTV service is £133,324 which includes
direct service costs and overheads such as support service costs and
accounting charges. The service budget includes a payment of £141,200
to Rushmoor Borough Council for management and monitoring of Harts
cameras. This is offset by an income of £5,464 from some Parish
Councils for the management and monitoring of their cameras and an
internal recharge of £62,060 for the monitoring of some Hart assets
2
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including the Civic Offices and all of its car parks. A breakdown of the
current service budget is shown in the table below:
CCTV Service
Employees
Contribution to Rushmoor BC
BT line rental charges
Internal recharges
Depreciation
Income from Parish Council’s
Internal recharge to services

20/21 Budget (£)
7,711
141,200
26,031
3,222
22,684
(5,464)
(62,060)

Net total cost

133,324

4.6

Whilst it is not possible to effectively quantify its deterrence effect, in
2019/20 the following activity was recorded on the Hart element of the
service, 559 incidents, leading to a known 22 arrests, 178 ancillary
transactions. Incidents included the monitoring of suspicious individuals
or groups, road traffic incidents, shoplifters and night-time economy
venues etc. The CCTV Control Room and Police are in direct contact and
share intelligence on a daily basis. The CCTV service also acts as the
primary reception and co-ordination point for all out of hours calls for both
Council’s and 232 of which were recorded in Hart.

4.7

This report and its recommendations were considered by Harts Overview
and Scrutiny Committee at its September 2020 meeting. Having
considered this the committee agreed that:
Members cannot support Officer recommendations as set out in the
report points (ii) – (vi) without further information. It was agreed that
further information would be circulated, and that Councillor Radley would
ensure that this information, together with this Committee’s concerns, be
addressed at Cabinet.
Copies of both the latest monthly and annual reports for the CCTV
service were subsequently circulated to the committee members. Copies
of these reports will also be separately circulated to all Cabinet members
ahead of the meeting.

5

PROPOSAL(S)

5.1

Proposal background and context
In view of these complex and interdependent issues, RBC engaged SGW
Consulting in 2018 in order to assess the joint CCTV Service and advise
on the costs of refreshing the control room, cameras and related
infrastructure. SGW are security consultant specialists with significant
experience in advising local authorities on their CCTV requirements and
have been in the market since 2003.
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5.2

Following their commission, SGW subsequently produced a full
specification for a new CCTV control room, cameras and infrastructure.
This estimates the cost of refitting the current control room at approximately
£300,000. This included reconfiguration of the room to a more appropriate
layout, as well as replacement of end of life equipment and a new video
management system. Under the shared service agreement, the
expectation is that Hart would need to pay £135K capital cost for the
continuation of this service.

5.3

Given the high capital expenditure required for this project, alternative
delivery models including outsourcing of the control room and monitoring
arrangements were also explored.

5.4

An alternative to the refitting of the current control room would be for Hart
to set up its own control room at the Civic offices. Whilst this was given
initial consideration this option was discounted for the following reasons:
1. The estimated capital cost of doing this would exceed the cost of
retrofitting the existing CCTV control room.
2. The estimated annual operating costs would exceed the existing
shared service costs.
3. Uncertainty about the future plans for the civic site.

5.5

Accordingly, a number of public and private sector companies were
consulted on a ‘soft market testing’ basis regarding alternatives for
provision of a CCTV control room and monitoring services. As an
exemption from full EU Procurement rules it is open to the Council to enter
into arrangements with another local authority in the provision of public
services to achieve common objectives in the public interest. In light of this
more detailed exploration of potential costs was subsequently explored
with interested local authorities. Of those, Runnymede Borough Council
proffered an enhanced service provision with the most significant cost
saving opportunities as outlined below.
Preferred Option

5.6

Runnymede have estimated that their charge for providing a control room,
monitoring services and maintenance of Harts cameras would be £85k
/annum. Whilst this does not include for dealing with Harts out of hours
calls, Runnymede have indicated that they would be able to provide this
element of the service if required, and it is recommend that £15k per
annum should be ring fenced for this. The estimates provided would
deliver an annual saving of £41k/annum when compared with a current
shared service payment.

5.7

Having discounted setting up the council’s own CCTV control room this
leaves two broad options for consideration:
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•
•

Option 1 – Cease provision of this non statutory service.
When considering this option it should be noted that Hart has
a low level of criminality.
Option 2 – Enter into new service arrangement with
Runnymede BC.

5.8

It is estimated that to cease provision of the CCTV service would deliver
an annual revenue saving of £162k /annum. Whilst transferring of the
service to Runnymede would deliver an estimated revenue saving of
£41k/annum.

5.9

Runnymede offer a modern, up to date and compliant service, with
monitoring 24 hours a day – an enhancement on our current monitoring.
There are opportunities to further modernise working practices, with
Runnymede able to provide remote access to footage to both Hart and
Police colleagues.

6

CONSULTATION ON PROPOSALS

6.1

Joint Governance Group
The Joint Governance Group (JGG) responsible for overseeing the shared
service on behalf of Hart and Rushmoor have been informed of the
outcome of this review.

6.2

Seeking of external contributions for the service
Given the positive impact that service provision has on local Policing, an
approach was made to the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
and Chief Constable to enquire as to whether a contribution to service costs
would be possible. Both have confirmed that due to current and ongoing
financial constraints this would not be possible.

7

IMPLICATIONS

7.1

Legal Implications
The Council is under no statutory obligation to provide a public space
surveillance system.

7.2

To ensure compliance with Data Protection legislation and the Surveillance
Camera Commissioner’s code of practice, upgrades to the Control Room
are required to facilitate privacy impact assessment and redaction of
identified privacy impact zones. There is risk of breaching legislation and
associated codes if these upgrades are not undertaken.

7.3

Whilst Runnymede have provided separate quotes for provision of a
service to both Hart & Rushmoor and outsourcing can be pursued
separately as necessary, this has obvious implications for the existing
shared service agreement (under deed) which will need to be terminated.
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7.4

Should Cabinet approve this process the Council will enter into an
appropriate agreement with Runnymede Borough Council.

7.5

Financial and Resource Implications
Capital spend

7.6

The Council has not in the past made any capital budget provision for the
refurbishment of the shared Control Room.

7.7

Given the impact of Covid-19 on the Council’s finances, it is important that
members consider the revenue implications of any additional capital
expenditure.
Implementation costs

7.8

Runnymede have estimated the cost for upgrading their control room to
accommodate Harts cameras to be £70k.

7.9

Decommissioning of control room equipment
If Hart (and Rushmoor) choose to cease the current service altogether or
outsource to Runnymede there will be costs associated with the
decommissioning of current control room equipment and returning the
room to normal office space. These costs are estimated to be £75,000 of
which Harts contribution would be £34,000.

7.10

The payback period for this move to Runnymede Council is less than 3
years (capita £104K against revenue savings of £41K per annum)

8.0

Equalities Impact Implications
There are no known equalities impact implications arising from the
proposed recommendations.

9.0

Crime and Disorder Implications
Should the Council choose to continue the service as it currently is
whether in-house or outsourced, there should be no implications and the
service should be able to continue to help deter and prevent crime and
disorder.

9.1

Should the Council choose to cease the service altogether, there may be
implications impacting the Police, their ability to resolve incidents that
would have otherwise been evidenced by our existing CCTV
arrangements and subsequent arrests. There would be impacts to
intelligence gathered and shared across the District. The impact on
Policing locally cannot at present be completely understood. Local Police
representatives have indicated a desire for the service to continue,
however as noted in paragraph 6.2 that neither the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner nor the Chief Constable felt able to contribute
to this service.
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10

CONCLUSION

10.1

The shared CCTV service with Rushmoor has operated effectively since
2013. However, following Rushmoors decision to outsource the monitoring
of its cameras to Runnymede, the existing shared service arrangement will
be terminated. This leaves Hart with the option of either ceasing to provide
a CCTV service or making alternative arrangements for the service to be
provided. Having considered the options available this report recommends
that Hart enter into a new service agreement with Runnymede Borough
Council.

APPENDICIES: None
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
• Minutes of Hart Overview and Scrutiny Committee - 15 Sept 2020
• Joint Hart and Rushmoor CCTV control Service Monthly Report - July 2020
• Hart and Rushmoor Joint CCTV Service Annual Report 2019-20
• Review of Shared CCTV System – Cabinet Report June 2018.
Contact Details: Name John Elson / Tel No 01252 774491 / Email:
john.elson@hart.gov.uk
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CABINET
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1st OCTOBER 2020

TITLE OF REPORT:

NEXT STEPS IN COVID-19 RECOVERY

Report of:

Joint Chief Executive

Cabinet Member:

Leader of the Council

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

This report provides an update on the Council’s work to support the district
since the last report in July, in response to the outbreak of Coronavirus
(COVID-19).

1.2

It also provides more detail on the work currently being undertaken to support
the recovery phase, an overview of the ‘lessons learnt’ and our preparations
for any local outbreaks. It is key to note that as before this report represents a
high-level assessment of the current position. The situation remains live, the
pandemic is still ongoing, and work continues to assess the implications on
our residents and the Council.

2

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

That Cabinet
•
•
•
•

•
•

Notes and endorses the remaining decisions taken under emergency
powers prior to cessation of the major incident response phase.
That Cabinet notes the preparations for any second or local outbreak of
coronavirus.
That Cabinet endorses the Councils approach to the utilisation of the ‘kick
start’ and apprenticeship schemes for both recovery and other roles within
the organisation
Approves the Recovery Plans as outlined in appendix 1, subject to
authorising the Joint Chief Executive, in consultation with the Leader, to
agree any further variations to the Recovery Plans in recognition that the
circumstances surrounding the Covid-19 pandemic does change, so there
may be a need for these plans to evolve in light of emerging information.
Notes the main ‘lessons learnt’ (appendix 2) from the first wave of the
pandemic and endorses the approach to building into second or local
outbreak planning
Approves the use of the Councils Staff Car Park for use in provision of
testing or vaccination facilities for Covid-19 or Influenza, seven days a
week.

3

BACKGROUND

3.1

As outlined in the report to Cabinet in July, the global pandemic of coronavirus
has resulted in an unprecedented challenge to both the Council and the
1
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community that it serves. All public services have been placed under
considerable stress, not least of which was the need to continue to operate
Council services with the majority of staff working from home. The Council
however, responded by maintaining essential Council services, providing
support to local businesses, supporting the most vulnerable in our
communities and delivering national funding packages.
3.2

In our role as a Category One responder under the Civil Contingencies Act,
we are required to initiate and take action as necessary to respond to any
emergency. The Council is also part of the Local Resilience Forum (LRF)
which brings together partners and national advisors if required to support
response and recovery. There are normally two distinct but overlapping
phases in emergency management.
• Response Phase – Encompasses the actions taken to deal with the
immediate effects of the pandemic. At this point rapid implementation of
arrangements for collaboration, coordination and communication are vital.
Response encompasses the effort to deal with the direct effects of the
emergency itself and the indirect effects.
• Recovery Phase – The recovery phase begins at the earliest opportunity
following the onset of an emergency, running in tandem with the response
to the emergency itself. It continues until the disruption has been rectified,
demands on services have returned to normal levels and the needs of
those directly and indirectly affected have been met. In sharp contrast to
the response phase, the recovery phase may endure for months, years or
even decades.

4

THE MOVE FROM RESPONSE TO RECOVERY

4.1

On Friday, 20th March, the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Local Resilience
Forum formally declared coronavirus a major incident. This formally identified
that all Category 1 responders (including Hart District Council) were formally
in ‘response’ at a multi-agency level. This enabled, under the constitution for
emergency decisions to be undertaken.

4.2

The transition from response to recovery, (and transition out of major
incidence) required (as set out in the guidance) for the following conditions to
be in place;
• That the emergency is contained and there is no known significant risk to
life or chance or resurgence and
• That there are no anticipated scenarios which may require the
reinstatement of the Strategic Co-ordinating Group of the Local Resilience
Forum, in relation to the emergency, in the foreseeable future.

4.3

Clearly, with the continued prevalence of Covid-19, the requirement for
quarantine measures on return from a range of countries, the recent changes
to social distancing measures as well as a number of areas where local
interventions are in place, the risk of resurgence remains.

4.4

Anticipating the long nature of this pandemic, during the summer the
Government placed responsibility on Public Health Statutory Authorities (for
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Hampshire, this is Hampshire County Council) to create Outbreak Response
Plans.
4.5

This Local Outbreak Plan was formally adopted and on Wednesday 2nd
September, the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Local Resilience Forum formally
declared cessation of the major incident, noting that;
• The response had moved from an ‘acute’ phase into a much longer and
equally challenging ‘chronic’ phase.
• All structures and resources remain in place ready to respond should it be
necessary to declare a major incident once again.
• Work on both outbreak planning and recovery would continue as required
by the Coronavirus Act, Civil Contingencies Act and associated legislation

4.6

On the basis of the above, the Emergency Planning Log, under which
emergency decisions were being logged was formally closed and all
Councillors were advised of this change on Friday 4th September. All
decisions noted on the Emergency Log not previously recorded in the July
2020 report are outlined below.

Date
6th July 2020
14th July 2020
16th July 2020
24th July 2020
24th August 2020

25th August 2020

2nd September

Decision
Agreement in principle to the provision of Hart District Council
staff car park during the week for the use of Covid-19 Mobile
Testing Units.
Leaflets to go to businesses and residential homes in the nearby
streets, engaging them on the topic of pedestrianisation of Fleet
Road.
Re-establishment of site visits for officers based on a risk
assessment approach
Formal closure of ‘GOLD’ the internal meeting created at the
beginning of the pandemic to deal with urgent response issues.
In consultation with Group Leaders that current position with
regards to the offices (i.e. that up to 25 officers can be in the
office but the remainder work from home) remains a sensible
approach.
Agreed by the Leader and Deputy Leader (with the Opposition
Leader informed) that in recognition of all the hard work of our
staff who have gone ‘above and beyond’ the Council will close
between Christmas and New Year. Staff do not need to take
annual leave so this does in effect give two days extra annual
leave noting
Emergency services are still required to be available and
It is a period of very low public requests and should have limited
impact on residents
It was also noted that for a very small number of staff who had
truly gone beyond all others, they would receive a fixed financial
reward.
SCG of the LRF agree the cessation of major incident.
Work associated with prevention and outbreak planning will
formally pass to the Director of Public Health, Hampshire County
Council
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Date

Decision
Work associated with recovery will formally pass to the
Chairman for Local Resilience Forum for Recovery (currently the
Chief Executive of Portsmouth City Council)

4.7.

Further to the decision, taken under emergency provisions to enable the
Mobile Testing Unit to providing testing facilities for Covid-19, during the
working week, we have recently received further requests regarding longer
term provision, weekend provision and provision of facilities for Covid-19
vaccination (when available) and flu vaccination

4.8

The Joint Chief Executives have (under delegated authority) the ability to
make decisions regarding the use of this car park during the working week but
would require approval from Cabinet for this site to be used for this purpose,
during weekend. The potential financial implications would be up to £2000
per month (pre-covid) but are likely to be closer to the region of £1000 per
month at present.

5

PROGRESS ON RECOVERY

5.1

The Civil Contingencies Act requires Councils to actively work on recovery as
a key part of its role in managing emergencies. As part of established
emergency planning protocols, the LRF established a recovery group to
oversee this complex and long running process. Recovery is defined as “the
process of rebuilding, restoring and rehabilitating the community following an
emergency”, but it is more than simply the replacement of what has been
destroyed and the rehabilitation of those affected. It is a complex social and
developmental process rather than just a remedial process. The broad,
interlinked categories of impact that individuals and communities will need to
recover from include humanitarian (including health); economic; environment
and infrastructure. Although the LRF recovery plan will provide a framework, it
is at the local level, with Councils that action must be taken which makes the
creation of local recovery plans, vital.

5.2

The pandemic and its ongoing effects has the potential to fundamentally
change the way people live and work. Recognising this, recovery is best
achieved when the plan is created with the affected community; allowing the
local recovery plan to be evidence based, intuitive and responsive to changing
situations.

5.3

To achieve this, our strategy has therefore been to
• establish a ‘sounding board’ (which has now met four times) with key
representation from the NHS, Business, the Voluntary Sector, Citizens
Advice, Parish and Town Councils and Volunteers who have been on the
forefront of the COVID response.
• carry out a district wide consultation running for six weeks during June
and into July, asking residents about the effects of Covid-19 on them and
their communities.
• Carry out a staff survey to consider what activity we need to carry out to
best help our staff continue to provide the vital services they deliver.
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5.4

The ‘sounding board’ has been instrumental to the creation of the community
impact assessments, outlining the key issues, across a broad spectrum of
groups that recovery will need to consider and work upon.

5.5

This has been triangulated with the wealth of rich information provided by the
1,806 number of respondents to the Councils Covid-19 survey, the outline of
which can be seen in the infographic in appendix 3.

5.6

From this evidence, Recovery Plans have been created, they are based
around the following key five themes; (more details in appendix 1)
• Community Recovery
• Economic Recovery
• Financial Recovery (internal)
• Reallocation of Road Space
• Revitalise Hart (internal)

5.7

Recovery activity now forms the major phase of the Councils activity on
Covid-19 and this is reflected in the updated Service Plans that were agreed
by Cabinet in July 2020. Whilst a small budget of £30,000 was approved to
aid recovery processes it is key to note that with the gradual lifting of
lockdown, public and political expectations regarding a return to ‘business as
usual’ service delivery means that resource availability for recovery is
significantly impacted.

5.8

We are hoping to ‘bridge this gap’ in a number of ways
• Recruitment to full establishment (the Council normally carries a range of
vacancies)
• Use of the Business Rates Reserve to fund activity specifically aimed to
help protect the council’s business rates base. Since the implementation
of Business Rates retention scheme as the primary funder of Local
Government, Hart District Council has safeguarded funds above budget
and placed them in a Business Rates reserve, to be used in future to
years safeguarding years of very low business rates being paid or be
used to encourage inward investment and protect our existing business
rates base. We have not, to date, used the Business Rates Reserve for
this latter purpose and it comes with its own risks, but the corollary of not
using it, does potentially present a greater risk to the economy of the
district and future income through business rates.
• Recruitment of apprentices to provide capacity in the system. Apprentices
can be any age but must be on accredited apprenticeship training. The
Apprenticeship Levy is a levy on UK employers to fund new
apprenticeships. In England, control of apprenticeship funding is put in the
hands of employers through the Digital Apprenticeship Service. The levy
is charged at a rate of 0.5% of an employer's pay bill. The contribution is
compulsory but can be used to fund our own apprenticeships. Our
contribution is placed in our apprenticeship service account which we can
use to pay for apprenticeship training, assessment and wages for
apprenticeships up to the minimum wage. Any additional payments will
need to be covered by the Local Authority. Hart District Council has a
budget in place to provide the relevant top up to living wage if up to four
apprentices are taken on.
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•

Recruitment of ‘kick start’ placements – ‘kick start’ is a scheme announced
during the Covid pandemic to help 16-24 year olds who are unemployed
on Universal Credit gain workplace skills and experience. Each ‘kick start’
role must be a new job and not replace or put staff out of work. The
government will pay 25 hours per week minimum wage, with placements
starting as early as November 2020 and continuing until December 2021.
We can access this scheme by working through Hampshire Chamber of
Commerce who have established themselves as an intermediary for this
scheme.

6

COVID-19 LESSONS LEARNT

6.1

As a Category 1 authority, under the Civil Contingencies Act, we have a range
of obligations including the requirement to
• Assess the risk of emergencies occurring and use this to inform
contingency planning;
• Put in place emergency plans;
• Put in place Business Continuity Management arrangements;
• Put in place arrangements to make information available to the public
about civil protection matters and maintain arrangements to warn, inform
and advise the public in the event of an emergency;

6.2

Whilst we have had plans in place, both for emergencies (including those
directly associated with an outbreak of disease) and business continuity, it is
clear that the Covid-19 pandemic is different to all previous emergencies we
have ever faced. The Council recognised early on, the need to capture any
learning from the first stages of the pandemic, to help inform and improve any
response required in the face of any resurgence of the disease.

6.3

All staff who had been involved were encouraged to feed in their views; as
Members may recall, the Council fundamentally changed the way in which it
provided its services, with up to a third of the staff reallocated to new roles, to
deal with the new obligations placed on the Council

6.4

The lessons learnt responses was split broadly into separate areas based
around a range of different workstreams. Many of the lessons learnt have
already been captured and resolved, albeit some of the items are of a more
strategic or long-term nature and may be subject to consultation with staff

6.5

The feedback and suggestions were extensive, however the key lessons
learnt can be found in appendix 2
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7

PLANNING FOR LOCAL OUTBREAKS

7.1

The Statutory obligation for planning for a local outbreak is vested in
Hampshire County Council.
However, in the published Hampshire Local Outbreak Plan, it makes clear
that there is a role for District authorities in any outbreak namely;

7.2

7.3

Additionally, in the event of a local outbreak, District Authorities may be
requested to support test and trace services, as well as taking on an
enhanced enforcement role.

7.4

To ensure effective engagement and collaboration between the County and
Districts, the Chief Executive for Winchester City Council has taken the lead
for Local Outbreak Planning and has since July sat on the Covid-19 Health
Protection Board. In this she is supported by the Joint Chief Executive at Hart
District Council, who has been the lead for the Hampshire Districts Welfare
Response, since March representing Hampshire at Local Resilience Forum
meetings ‘Welfare Response’ and ‘Protecting our Most Vulnerable’

7.5

Whilst not seeking to duplicate nor replace the Hampshire Local Outbreak
Plan, Hart District Council has created an operational local outbreak plan,
which articulates roles and responsibilities should an outbreak occur, building
on all the very best of what was learnt during the first stages of the pandemic.

8

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCING IMPACT

8.1

At present, with the existing budget provided by Cabinet in July 2020 for
Recovery, we do not anticipate, at present, the need for an increased revenue
budget.

8.2

However, it is key to note, that the work being undertaken to deliver our
obligations under the Civil Contingencies Act, as part of recovery, is having a
7
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significant impact on staff resources. Whilst it is noted in the Service Plans,
adopted by Cabinet in July 2020, that responding to the Covid pandemic and
recovery activity associated with it, are the top two priorities, this does mean
that other activity highlighted in those service plans, may not be deliverable
within this administrative year.
8.3

Updates on Service Plan completion are reported to Portfolio Holders during
their regular conversations with Heads of Service. The impact of the Covid
response and recovery work, will also be identified in the quarterly reports to
Overview and Scrutiny on the progress to complete Service Plans.

9

LEGAL AND EQUALITIES IMPACT

9.1

The Council is a Category One responder under the Civil Contingencies Act
2004 and is therefore required to initiate and take action as necessary to
respond to any emergency. The Council is also part of the LRF which brings
together partners and national advisors if required to support response and
recovery in relation to major emergencies which require cross agency
cooperation.

9.2

Our work has benefited from engagement with our communities either through
the Sounding Board, or directly through our consultation which has helped to
inform our next steps. Equalities impact assessments have already been
carried out for each of the key themes in Recovery and consideration of
equalities will continue as the work evolves.

10

ACTION

10.1

Subject to the views and adoption by Cabinet, Officers will progress with
Recovery work whilst remaining vigilant to the potential for a return to major
incident, based on the Covid-19 infection rate and the need for a more
coherent multi-agency approach.

CONTACT:
EXTENSION:

4450

Patricia Hughes – Joint Chief Executive
EMAIL:
patricia.hughes@hart.gov.uk

APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – Recovery Plan
Appendix 2 – Key Lessons Learnt
Appendix 3 - Infographic
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Appendix 1 – Recovery Plan – Workstream Action Plans
Community Recovery
Activity
Expected Outcome
Local insight and evidence of need:
Bring together hard data and local
intelligence to maintain an up-to-date
picture of the need and impacts (including
socioeconomic and wellbeing) within
communities, to inform our community
recovery priorities

The Council and our partners
will have a good
understanding of the
following:
• Communities or specific
groups within communities
most negatively impacted
by the COVID-19 situation
or most ‘at-risk’ of negative
impact
• Trends over time in
wellbeing including socioeconomic wellbeing
Where/how to focus our
resources to help those most
in need and address
disproportionate impacts on
specific groups
Communication and signposting:
Residents are supported to
Establish a communications
take steps to keep
framework/plan and coordinate with
themselves well and know
partners to cascade messages to residents what services can support
about how they can stay well (over and
them if needed
above specific COVID-19 guidance), and
signpost residents to available support
including psychological, financial,
employment, housing and wider wellbeing
9

Resource
Implications
Existing resource
(subject to a
current
recruitment
process)

Existing resource
(part of statutory
‘warn and inform’
requirements)

Planned
Start of
Activity
September
2020

Anticipated
Completion Date

September
2020

November 2021

Establish
baseline picture
by November
2020 and
regularly update
until November
2021
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Voluntary and community sector capacity:
Enhance and promote support for the
voluntary and community sector, such as
to enable community activity to restart
safely and to sustain or build upon
community activity established in response
to COVID-19 where appropriate
Addressing local inequalities:
Use the insight gathered in action 1 to
develop and deliver a small number of
targeted initiatives to address the impacts
on specific geographies or groups most
affected by the COVID-19 situation
Making it easier to access support and
services:
Make it easier for residents to access the
support they need, when they need it, by
enabling more residents to use digital
technology and exploring opportunities for
the council to collaborate with other
community services to have a stronger
physical presence in communities, such as
through co-location in community hubs

Resilience and capacity of
voluntary and community
sector
Community activity restarts
safely resulting in improved
wellbeing and a reduction in
loneliness and isolation in
communities
Support is available to those
most in need of it and there is
a reduction in inequalities
within the district. The council
has enhanced relationships
with specific
communities/population
groups
Residents can more easily
access services and support
including through digital
technology. Increasing digital
inclusion also resulting in
more residents being able to
connect with friends, family
and the wider community
through digital channels

10

Existing resource

August 2020

June 2021

Existing resource

November
2020

September 2021

Existing resource

November
2020

November 2021
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Economic Recovery
Activity
1. Procurement of a study on Economic
Recovery from Covid-19

2. Collation of key business and
employment statistics

3a.Prepare and launch new Hart for
Business website

3b. Promotion of Hart District as a place
to work/live/visit

Expected Outcome

Resource
Implications

Report to set out what
actions Hart can take to
ensure the Districts economy
recovers from the various
impacts resulting from Covid19.
To ensure that the Council
has up to date relevant data
to inform its decisions and
actions in relation to
economic recovery
To promote Hart District as a
location for business relocation and growth.

£5,000 (from
£30,000 recovery
budget)

High quality promotional
material in various formats
(video; adverts;
leaflets/guides; phone app
etc) to promote attract
companies/people to the
District.
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Planned
Start of
Activity
July 2020

Anticipated
Completion Date

Re-allocation of
existing resource
(e.g within
Business Support)

September
2020

Existing Economic
Development
Officer 15-20% of
time – website to
be launched
November.
To utilise part
(estimate 25%) of
Garden Community
Communications
and Engagement
role +
Budget for
promotional
materials to be
sourced from
existing budgets

August
2020

March 2021 – for
initial set up of data
and then regular
updating as
required
November 2020 although website
will need to be
regularly updated
to remain a useful
and valuable tool
Ongoing after initial
set up anticipated
October 2021.

October
2020

September 2020
Completed
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4. Establish a programme of engagement
with businesses in Hart

5a. Establish a central database of
businesses operating in Hart (internal)

To have a better
understanding on how
businesses (large and small)
have been impacted by
COVID-19 and what their
short/medium/long terms
plans are (also considering
Brexit) and how can Hart
assist.

To have an up to date
business database of who
operates in the District.

Existing resource:
October
Key senior staff to
2020
meet/talk larger key
businesses.
Existing economic
development team
(50% of time) to
capture SME/micro
businesses.
Set up small focus
groups to engage
as necessary.
Re-allocation of
existing resource
(e.g within
Business Support)

September
2020

February 2021 –
although data will
need to be
regularly updated
to remain relevant
and useful

September
2020

February 2021 –
although data will
need to be
regularly updated
to remain relevant
and useful

Could consider
apprentice role.
5b. Prepare a business directory to be
uploaded to the web (on the new Hart for
Business website – see 3a above) and
allow users to search for types of
businesses; clusters; supply chains etc

To have an up to date
business directory on the
website.

Re-allocation of
existing resource
(e.g within
Business Support)
Could consider
apprentice role.
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December 2020 –
ongoing into 2021
given Covid/Brexit
uncertainty
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5c. Prepare a sites/premises register of
To have a comprehensive
all available properties to promote Hart as understanding of what
a location to invest/locate to.
sites/premises are available
for companies wishing to
grow/relocate.

Re-allocation of
existing resource
(e.g within
Business Support)

6. Widen scope of existing employment
and skills advice to support the rise in
unemployment and lack of employment
opportunities.

To be covered by
existing
Employment and
Skills Co-Ordinator
(2 year fixed term
contract, post is
funded by S106
monies)

7. Preparation of Town Centre
Strategies/Action Plans

To ensure that Hart can offer
as much support as possible
to those looking for work and
training.

To promote town/village
centre activity to ensure
footfall continues and grows
and existing enterprises
13

September
2020

Feb 2021 –
although data will
need to be
regularly updated
to remain relevant
and useful

July 2020

April 2021 –
ongoing after

Could consider
apprentice role.

No budget currently
available for any
projects/initiatives –
additional budget
will be depending
on the level of
assistance required
initial estimate
£5,000 - £10,000.
Potential use of the
recovery budget
This is a potentially November
new focus for the
2020
Council and whilst
some activities are

December 2021 –
will need to
continue to
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thrive and new ones are
created

currently covered
by the existing
Economic
Development
Officer it would be
necessary to fully
scope all elements
of this activity to
understand the
nature of the
resources required
and if it is
consequently
deemed necessary
for an additional
resource.
This would be
subject to a future
report to Cabinet.
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implement action
plans etc
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Reallocating Road Space in Response to COVID-19
Activity:
Expected Outcome

Resource Implications

Start of Activity

Fleet Town Centre Pedestrianisation of Fleet Road

Funding from MHCLG,
HCC and LEP

August 2020

Anticipated
Completion
Date
November 2020

September 2020

March 2021

September 2020

December 2020

Enhancing
pedestrian
and cycle
provision

Enhanced cycling
provision between
Fleet Railway
Station and Fleet
Town Centre

Safe routes to
school

To expand/enhance ‘safe
space’ within the centre to
facilitate social distancing
To increase outdoor space
for shops, cafes and
restaurants to enable
social distancing
Provide safe space within
the centre to hold markets,
events and other outdoor
activities, which will
increase the attractiveness
of the centre
To increase consumer
confidence in the centre
To enhance the existing
cycling lane on Fleet Road
between Fleet Railway
Station and Fleet Town
Centre in order to promote
cycling along this key
transport corridor and
facilitate social distancing
To identify improvements
to existing routes to school
15

Reallocation of existing
officer resources (Head
of Technical and
Environment, Head of
Place and Infrastructure
Manager

Funding from HCC and
LEP
Reallocation of existing
officer resources
Infrastructure Manager or
requirement for addition
support (from £30K
budget allocation in July
2020
Reallocation of existing
officer resources
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to promote walking and
cycling and facilitate social
distancing
Key routes across
the district

To identify improvements
to existing routes to
promote walking and
cycling and facilitate social
distancing
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Infrastructure Manager or
requirement for addition
support (from £30K
budget allocation in July
2020
Budget approved by
Cabinet 07/2020

September 2020

March 2021
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Revitalise Hart
Activity

Expected Outcome

Resource Implications

Planned Start of
Activity
Existing resource (newly October 2020
appointed HR Business
Partner)
Plus potential ‘kick start’
role to support/ provide
administrative cover for
all elements of revitalise
Hart work stream

Anticipated
Completion Date
Dec 2021

HR & Wellbeing - Update and add
new policy and procedure
documents. Including looking into
flexible and agile working.

To bring our policy's up-todate and reflect the ‘new
normal’

HR & Wellbeing – Introduce an
employee assistance programme.
Training for managers on how to deal
with change, supporting staff
remotely. Remote working training
ect

To make sure all staff,
managers and HOS are
offered the right training to
help them transition in to
the ‘new normal’, and have
the right support to make
this a success
To make sure staff and
councillors are update with
changes within the
organisation.

Existing resource
(including newly
appointed HR Business
Partner)

September 2020

April 2021

Existing resource

August 2020

Ongoing

Develop a unified
communication platform to
provide a cloud-based
solution for phone, video

Existing resource

Medium term

April 2021

HR & Wellbeing – To make sure we
have a clear communication plan for
staff and councillors. To make sure
key conversations are being had in
121s on what to expect and support
is offered and reasonable
adjustments are made and DSE
carried out.
Digital & IT - Telephony replacement
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Digital & IT - Website review

Digital & IT - Accessibility regulations

Digital & IT - modern.gov
implementation

Digital & IT - Office 365 application
education incl. SharePoint

and chat capability on any
device at any location
Review the current website
for user experience,
content and functionality.
Evaluate hosting and
support relationship with
current provider and retender. Include migration
from Drupal 7 to new
platform
Test the site to ensure that
it meets new accessibility
regulations. Embed a new
monitoring culture with
content editors. Review
role of content editors and
editorial process across
site
Replace the existing
manual process in
Committee Services for
issuing agendas, reports
and minutes with a fully
configured web-based
report management
system
Provide refresher
SharePoint training
programme for members
to ensure application is
18

Existing resource

Long term

December 2021

Existing resource

Short term

December 2020

Existing resource and
potential role via the
‘kick start’ scheme

Short term

December 2020

Existing resource

Medium term

April 2021
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being used correctly and
efficiently
Digital & IT - Self-service portal
Review the different
review
customer journeys through
each portal from the
website and investigate
how the Council can
consolidate and/or improve
functionality for customers
across different services
Digital & IT - E-signatures
Implement e-signatures
across the organisation,
starting as a pilot in
Housing for agreements
and contracts
Customer & Communications –
Provide up-to-date, user
Internal and external communications centric communications
Opportunity for agencies to co-locate To investigate the
in the community building
opportunity to deliver a
modern flexible co-working
hub, which can offer public
like-minded organisations
a base to work from. Need
to consider future running
costs and ensure the
income exceeds these
perceived running costs.
Promotion of working from home
To deliver successful
concept
implementation of a
flexible working model to
improve efficiencies as
well as work-life balance
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Existing resource

Long term

December 2021

Existing resource

Medium term

April 2021

Existing resource

March 2020

Ongoing

Existing resource

September 2020

December 2021

Existing resource

September 2020

December 2021
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Mobilise key Council services

Repurpose the building vs moving

across the Council.
Additional potential
benefits being a reduction
of car traffic within close
proximity to the Fleet Civic
site and a reduction of
fixed real estate costs.
A key target is improving
Existing resource
customer engagement and
a key part will be ensuring
those residents that face
Digital/It challenges can
visit a local centre to seek
help/ guidance/support.
To investigate the
Existing resource
opportunity to repurpose
the Council offices or to
relocate (within the
framework of discussions
through the Civic
Regeneration Project). The
building is too large and
requires significant
reconfiguration to meet
current Council demands.
Need to balance financial,
planning, sustainability and
environmental
opportunities and
constraints.
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September 2020

December 2021

September 2020

December 2021
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Appendix 2
Key Lessons Learnt from the first stages of the Covid-19 response
On Friday, 20th March, the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Local Resilience Forum
formally declared coronavirus a major incident. The global pandemic of coronavirus
has resulted in an unprecedented challenge to both the Council and the community
that it serves. Whilst the council had plans in place, both for emergencies and
business continuity, the Covid-19 pandemic presented the council with challenges
that it had never had to face before. Whilst the Council quickly rose to these
challenges the importance of capturing learning from the first stages of the
pandemic, to help inform and improve any response required in the face of any
resurgence of the disease was recognised.
Feedback and suggestions were therefore sought from those involved in the
response a summary of key points identified is provided below:
What was done well and needs to be included in any future response:
•

Central email address set up to ensure consistent and timely response
provided to councillors of particular benefit in the early stages of the
pandemic.

•

Nomination of deputies for key officers to ensure continuity and support to
cover all response work streams.

•

Spreadsheet of staff availability and skills set up and used to allocate staff to
support the emergency response.

•

Staff Newsletter setup to provide regular updates on the response being
provided.

•

Daily Councillor newsletter provided during the early stages (now a weekly
bulletin)

•

Recording of meetings – standard template for recording meetings and
logging of actions developed and implemented by all work groups.

Hart Response Hub
•

Redeployment of staff from other service areas worked well.

•

Rota implemented to co-ordinate staff cover.

Support to our economy
•

Spreadsheet of which businesses were operating during lockdown (hours,
type of ‘offer’ e.g. takeaway or delivery) was set up and maintained. The was
idea was identified as best practice across Hampshire and adopted by other
authorities.
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Emergency Planning Information Cell
•

A small team reading, summarising the plethora of information and creating a
daily information summary.

What opportunities there are in the event of a resurgence:
Key themes
1. Improved communication
2. Improved IT and access to systems
3. Plan early/ ensure more staff are emergency planning trained.
•

Terms of reference for all work steams to be confirmed at an early stage
providing clarity of role and responsibilities

•

Ensure regular staff briefings; whilst we had weekly staff newsletters, we are
now also hosting monthly live events, which can increase in frequency if
required.

Business Continuity
•

Ensure effective IT and phone system is in place – this is now broadly in place
but we monitor and provide addition equipment as required

•

Ensure all staff are aware of roles of seconded staff within emergency
response, this can be via the staff newsletter or live briefings.

•

Improve online self-help for public to reduce level of enquiries, this is part of
the Councils digital agenda and will be picked up as part of recovery

•

Resources centre to be set up with blank templates - we are building a bank
of standard documentation useful for a variety of activities.

Business grants and support to our economy,
•
•
•
•

Experience has provided guidance on putting in place the resources, should
they be required for business grants under any potential future lock down
scenario.
Maintain/update central database of businesses & Provide regular updates to
businesses
Need to support businesses by the promotion of good news stories around
those continuing to provide valued services to our communities
Avoid use of business as usual email addresses for emergency response
requests, to ensure that these are dealt with as a priority.
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Recovery
•
•

Ensure recovery representation on sounding board
Identifying resource for recovery sooner.

Emergency Planning Information Cell
•
•
•
•

More staff to be emergency planning trained, consider whether this could be
built into all future job descriptions.
Ensure responsibilities within the Information Cell are shared to provide
greater resilience.
Filing system structure is needed and whilst there was no framework at the
beginning of the pandemic, a system is now in place
Continue to provide summary of key issues for decision makers
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COVID-19 SURVEY – SUMMARY
Hart District Council

Appendix 3

The survey took place between 22nd June and 26th July 2020, 13-18 weeks into the National COVID-19 Lockdown.

Survey profile - 1,806 responses
Responses by wards
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Blackwater
& Hawley

Yately
West

Fleet
Central

Fleet
West

District profile

Hartley
Wintney

Hook

Odiham

Crookham
West &
Ewshot

65 - 74

75+

Survey responses

COVID-19 respondents by age group
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Under 18

18 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

District profile

45 - 54

55 - 64

Survey responses

59% of participants of the survey were female as opposed to 37.76% respondents who identified as male. 0.42% of
respondents identified their gender as ‘Other’ and 2.81% said they would ‘Rather not say’.

How has COVID-19 impacted our residents?
56% of respondents said that there were now adults
in their household that are working from home

56%

26% of respondents said that the pandemic has affected
their employment situation and 8% have felt financial strain

26%

31% said not being able to see family and friends
has been the biggest impact

31%
19%

19% are homeschooling children
5% experienced mental health issues

5%
12%

12% started volunteering

31%

31% taken up more exercise

What are some of the challenges the communities have faced?

15%

17%

Increased
fly tipping

13%

Bonfires

Waste collection
problems

25%

of respondents
highlighted the increase
in car speeding
as a challenge

9%

Higher
noise levels

What would have helped?

More office space at home
Better cycling infrastructure

Childcare or having
kids back at schools

Tips and recycling
centres staying open

Paths widened and
better maintained

Better broadband
Continuing the green waste collection

How did local businesses respond to the pandemic?
Provided suitable
queueing system for
social distancing

Provided suitable
measures within
the store to enforce
social distancing

88%

Yes
No

2%

Don’t know

9.4%
76%

Yes

13%
12%

No
Don’t know

81%

Yes
Convenient opening/
closing times

6%
12%

No
Don’t know

How satisfied are residents with the Council’s
response to the pandemic?
Very
satisfied

17.14%

Somewhat
satisfied

30.48%
37.96%

Neither
Somewhat
dissatisfied

10.20%

Very
dissatisfied

4.22%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

What are some of the areas for improvement?
Newsletter
delivered earlier

Information about
local infection rates

Email newsletters

More communication

Text alerts

Telephone helpline

More visibility
from the council
More flyers Social media posts

50%
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CABINET
DATE:

1 OCTOBER 2020

TITLE OF REPORT:

CAR BOOT SALES/SUNDAY MARKETS

Report of:

Joint Chief Executive

Portfolio Holder:

Councillor Richard Quarterman, Portfolio Holder for
Commercialisation

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

This report invites Cabinet to consider and provide a strategic lead, on the
options they would like the Council to pursue and further investigate, which
would enable the delivery of Sunday Markets or Car Boot Sales to occur on
council owned car parks.

2

RECOMMENDATION
A. SUBJECT to Cabinet confirming that it is interested in the exploration of
options for the future delivery of Sunday car boot sale/ markets Cabinet:
i) Endorses the proposal by the Head of Corporate Services to use
delegated powers to temporarily waive Contract Standing Orders for
the period between the period 4th October and 1st November 2020 to
enable Sunday car Boot sales to resume on Victoria Road car park;
and
ii) Agrees that a proper procurement exercise is undertaken in
accordance with Contract Standing Orders to ensure that the
Council from 7th November 2020 secures value for money in the use
of its assets and that equal, open, and fair opportunity is given to bid
for the opportunity to run Sunday Car Boot sales on Victoria Road
car park if options C(i) or C(ii) are sought for further investigation.
B. Cabinet agrees that any proposed car boot sale/Sunday market policy
should review all Council car parks, across the whole district
C. In drafting a Car boot sale/Sunday market policy Cabinet authorised the
Joint Chief Executive to carry out further investigations, with the
expectation of a report to Cabinet in November 2020 on one of the
following options;
i) seeks a commercial value for the car boot sales, and to tender this
opportunity
ii) seeks a commercial value for the car boot sales, tender for this
opportunity, and provide all profits to agreed charities
iii) seeks to run the car boot sale by the Council, retaining or sharing
proceeds as appropriate
iv) establishes a policy whereby the Council will only consider car boot
sales where run for charitable purposes.
1
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3

BACKGROUND

3.1

Local Authorities in a number of areas have, for some years, provided the
opportunity to run car boot sales, or Sunday markets from their own car parks.
This is an opportunity that, until recently, the Council has not explored.

3.2

Members will be aware, that following the Covid-19 pandemic and the
Government guidance on revitalising our high streets that the Council has been
working hard, alongside businesses and key stakeholders to support the
economy of the district.

3.3

As part of this, the Portfolio Holder for Environment, authorised in July 2020 a
temporary arrangement for 6 car boot sales on Victoria Road car park. The
objective was to add colour and vibrancy at a time of reduced footfall in Fleet,
and to test the approach.

3.4

This initiative appears to have been well received and provides impetus to
consider the opportunities available to the Council to build on this foundation, to
provide car boot sales into the future.

4

CURRENT POSITION WITH REGARD TO THE USE OF VICTORIA ROAD
CAR PARK

4.1

The Portfolio Holder’s use of delegated powers to allow Victoria Road car park
on Sundays to be used for car boor sales was intended to be a temporary
arrangement (6 events in total). The overall delegation itself does not extend to
allowing longer-term activities.

4.2

For longer-term activities there must first be a proper, open, and transparent
procurement exercise particular as a third-party financially benefits from free
access to public land. Such an approach to procurement is a direct requirement
of the Contract Standing Orders (CSOs). CSOs form part of the Council’s
Constitution. Compliance is therefore mandatory. CSOs have three main
purposes:
a) to ensure that the Council obtains value for money from procurement, so that
in turn it may offer best value services to the public;
b) to comply with the laws that govern the spending of public money; and
c) to ensure procurement is carried out fairly and transparently.

4.3

The requirements of CSOs cannot be waived except in very exceptional
circumstances and unless authorised either by the CSO itself or by delegation to
Officers, will require the approval of Council.

4.4

However, subject to indication that Cabinet is interested in the exploration of
options for the future delivery of a car boot sale/Sunday market, the Head of
Corporate Services (in her capacity as Section 151 Officer) is prepared to use
her delegated powers to authorise a “temporary” wavier of CSO’s to enable
Sunday car Boot sales to resume on Victoria Road car park from 4th October
until 1st November 2020. In the meantime, it would allow a proper open and
transparent procurement exercise in accordance with CSOs to be carried out to
allow competitive access to future Sunday Car Boot sale/market opportunity
2
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RECOMMENDATION
SUBJECT to Cabinet confirming that it is interested in the exploration of
options for the future delivery of Sunday car boot sale/ markets Cabinet
iii) Endorses the proposal by the Head of Corporate Services to use
delegated powers to temporarily waive Contract Standing Orders for
the period between the period 4th October and 1st November 2020 to
enable Sunday car Boot sales to resume on Victoria Road car park;
and
iv) Agrees that a proper procurement exercise is undertaken in
accordance with Contract Standing Orders to ensure that the
Council from 7th November 2020 secures value for money in the use
of its assets and that equal, open, and fair opportunity is given to
bid for the opportunity to run Sunday Car Boot sales on Victoria
Road car park options C(i) or C(ii) are sought for further
investigation.
5

CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

In terms of the wider context of policy approach to the use of Council car parks
for car boot sales/Sunday markets this report represents an initial, high level
assessment of the opportunities. The aim is to gaining Cabinet’s initial views of
the potential strategic direction, which will enable further work on the preferred
approach and provide greater detail on the implications and benefits to the
Council.
A Holistic District Wide Policy Approach to the use of Council car parks

5.2

The Council owns 12 car parks (two only open to the public at the weekends
(e.g. the Council staff car park), spread across the district, serving different
towns and villages. Whilst to date, requests for car boot sales have been related
to Fleet, it is proposed that the policy associated with car boot sales/Sunday
markets covers all council car parks, to ensure a strategic and holistic approach
that services all parts of the district.

5.3

Recognising the car parks form an important part of the infrastructure for local
communities, each of the relevant Parish and Town Councils were approached
with a view to garnering any views they might have on the potential use of car
parks in their area. Information had not been received in response at the point of
publication of the report but any feedback will be provided to Cabinet when the
report is considered.
Recommendation
That any proposed car boot sale/Sunday market policy covers all council
car parks, across the whole district
The Policy Framework

5.4

If Cabinet accepts the proposal to any policy for car boot sales or Sunday
markets covers the whole district, then the next issue Cabinet will wish to
3
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consider is the outcomes it wishes to achieve and the policy framework already
in place to support such decision making.
5.5

The Council’s Corporate Plan 2017-2022 established the need to increase the
resilience of the Councils financial position, to deliver vital services to our
residents by;
• Maximising income opportunities, and identifying new opportunities for
income generation
• Maximising Council income through effective asset management and
collection activities

5.6

The Commercialisation Strategy provides greater detail including a requirement
that the Council will ensure that “its own estate is effectively managed to
generate income “

5.7

In reaching any decisions regarding Commercialisation, the Strategy set out that
the approach would be ethical, which for the Council meant:
• Ensuring that the Council is legally and state aid compliant; and.
• When evaluating the business case of projects with similar returns, in
accordance with the Public Service (Social Values) Act, it will look to deliver
those initiatives that provide the best social or environmental outcome.

5.8

Additionally, we must consider the Councils financial position (subject to a
separate report to Cabinet this evening), the impact that Covid-19 has had on
our own finances as well as the Medium-Term Financial Strategy reported to
and adopted by Cabinet in September
The Policy Development Options

5.9

Recognising the existing policy framework helps inform any decision. There are
a number of key approaches Cabinet could choose, which meet commercial or
social outcomes, or a mixture of both which would enable the use of the
council’s car parks for a car boot sales/Sunday:
• seek a commercial value for the car boot sales, and to tender this
opportunity
• seek a commercial value for the car boot sales, tender for this opportunity,
and provide a percentage or all profits to agreed charities
• seek to run the car boot sale by the Council, retaining or sharing profits
based on a similar scheme suggested in b. as appropriate
• establish a policy whereby the Council will only consider car boot sales
where run for charitable purposes.
i) Seek a commercial value for our car boot sales and to tender this
opportunity
This would require, in accordance with the Councils Contract Standing
Orders, the creation of a detailed specification and (subject to contract value)
gaining three competitive quotes from the marketplace.
Whilst no market testing by the Council has been carried out in the past, it
should be noted that Rushmoor Borough Council in 2015 considered that the
4
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well-established car boot sales in Farnborough and Aldershot, could achieve
an income of approximately £100,000.
Naturally, expectations of commercial benefit for a ‘start up’ car boot sale
should be very cautious by comparison to such an established sale but it
does raise the potential of significant income streams over time.
Nevertheless, there are some advantages and disadvantages to an external
procurement approach which included
• Other than an initial procurement exercise, there would be no additional
resource requirement to ensure future provision.
• Income would however be fixed.
• Car parks in different towns/villages could be let on separate bespoke
contracts, with different operators. This could enable each event to
develop its own identity and could potentially open the way to interested
community groups to run a market.
• There may only be limited interest generated by seeking quotes
• No direct control over quality and appearance of markets other than
through service level agreements attached to the quotation process.
ii) Seek a commercial value for the car boot sales, tender for this opportunity,
and provide all profits to agreed charities
This option places the same Contract Standing Order obligations as outlined
in above in terms of seeking competitive quotes. However, the Council could
create a new policy for the disbursement of some or all of the profits from the
car boot sales, to support existing grant funding provided to charities in the
area, or to expand that approach to a new grant funding scheme.
iii) Seek to run the car boot sale by the Council, retaining or sharing profits as
appropriate
The benefit of this approach could be
• Potential to develop the ‘offer’ and work flexibly around pre-existing
charitable uses in doing so.
• All fees charged would be retained by the Council or they could share
profits with charities, as considered in above subject to a policy
approach.
However, the disadvantages would be:
• All risks and liabilities would be held by the Council in an area of work
that in which it currently has no resources, knowledge or experience in
(an example of the difficulty is reflected in the background as to why the
Council agreed to Fleet Town Council taking over the management of the
Saturday Gurkha Square market).
• The Council would also need to employ a dedicated resource to
proactively invest in the management of car boot sales/Sunday markets
as an ‘invest to save’ addition to the revenue budget. However, to the
cost implications may outweigh any financial benefit that could be
accrued. Whilst this has not been explored in detail, a similar role was
considered by Rushmoor Borough Council (noting it also included a
market) was estimated at a cost of £80,000.
5
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An alternative would be explore the opportunity of working with an adjacent local
authority to provide the requisite knowledge, technical expertise and capacity to
manage the events. Initial discussions suggest that there may be some interest
in this approach and if Cabinet were minded to give preference to
Recommendation C above, this may be a quicker and more cost effective
opportunity.
iv) Establish a policy whereby the Council will only consider car boot sales
where run for charitable purposes.
The Council could create a policy which enabled charitable organisations only to
take up the offer of the use of the Council’s car parks for the purposes of a car
boot sale/Sunday market either on a one off, or longer-term arrangement.
Clearly this would (as would all options) necessitate a consideration of the
maximum utilisation the Council would wish to offer; as clearly any alternative
use deprives the Council of the income generated from the primary use as a car
park.
Additionally, charitable organisation would be required to provide evidence that
they could run the car boot sale safely, including suitable public liability
insurance and other forms of documentation associated with safe events.
Presently this would naturally include a need to show how they would make the
event Covid-19 secure.
RECOMMENDATION
Cabinet authorises the Joint Chief Executive to carry out further
investigations with the expectation of a report to Cabinet in November on
one of the following options;
i) seek a commercial value for the car boot sales, and to tender this
opportunity
ii) seek a commercial value for the car boot sales, tender for this
opportunity, and provide all profits to agreed charities
iii) seek to run the car boot sale by the Council, retaining or sharing
proceeds as appropriate
iv) establish a policy whereby the Council will only consider car boot sales
where run for charitable purposes.
6

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

6.1

The financial impact of a car boot sale/Sunday Market policy will be subject to
the level of utilisation of our car parks that it seeks to permit.
This can be considered in light of any potential for income generation, provides
for; recognising any policy of sharing this benefit with the charitable
organisations will decrease the commercial return which both Corporate Plan
and Commercial Strategy otherwise seeks the Council to achieve.

6
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6.2

Once Cabinet has established which of the options it wishes the Council to
consider in further detail, a more comprehensive analysis of financial
implications will be provided.

7

PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

7.1

Under existing Permitted Development (PD) rules on the temporary use of land,
open land (such as car parks) can be used "for any purpose" for up to 28 days
in any single calendar year, of which up to 14 days can be to "hold a market [by
definition this includes car boor sales] or for motor car and motorcycle racing".
The right also allows the erection of moveable structures such as stalls or a
marquee on that land. Therefore, under the long-term rules there is an inbuilt
limitation on 14 days for the holding of car boot sales and markets. However,
under temporary COVID-19 Regulations a new temporary PD right that
effectively doubles this allowance - allowing land to be used for any purpose for
56 days of which 28 days can be used for markets or motor racing - from 1st July
to 31st December 2020. The temporary Regulations allow the local authority to
hold a market themselves on most land (except in an SSSI) between 25th June
2020 and 23rd March 2021. There is no restriction to the number of days in this
temporary period.

7.2

None of this has any immediate implication for the Council but it is a
consideration for the new year and the nature of any future contracts/licenses.

8

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

8.1

Subject to Cabinet’s decision to investigate options C(i), C(ii), C(iii) or C(iv) the
Council may to need to
a. explore whether the current Street Trading Policy is sufficient and
whether it requires the Council to adopt Section 37 of the Local
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 which would
provide greater control of markets across the District.
b. Explore use of Section 93 of the Local Government Act 2003 which
covers the local authority powers to charge for discretionary services

9

ACTION

9.1

Subject to the strategic direction provided by Cabinet, officers will work on a
more comprehensive appraisal of the option chosen by Cabinet in anticipation a
report to Cabinet in November 2020.

Contact: Patricia Hughes, x 4450, patricia.hughes@hart.gov.uk
Background Reports
Executive Decision of Cllr Oliver 14th August 2020
Hart Corporate Plan 2017-2022
Hart Commercial Strategy
Medium Term Financial Strategy report to Cabinet September 2020
Rushmoor Borough Council Review of Markets and Car Boot Sales 2015
7
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Civic Campus Regeneration Working Group
Draft Minutes
1 September 2020
11:00 – Virtual Meeting
Hart District Council
Cllr Richard Quarterman
Cllr Anne Crampton
Cllr Chris Dorn
Cllr Wendy Makepeace-Browne
Cllr David Neighbour
Officers
Patricia Hughes
Mark Jaggard
Glyn Lloyd
External Attendees (Advisory Group)
Cllr Bob Schofield
Fleet Town Council
Olivia Paine
HLM Architects
Richard O’Neil
HLM Architects
Simon Hope
Montagu Evans
Guy Bonser
Gleeds
Apologies:
Samantha Whiting (Hampshire CC), Cllr James Radley, Emma Foy
1) Welcome from Chairman and introduction of Samantha Whiting representing HCC
• GL & RQ had a productive conversation with Nicola Horsey of Hampshire CC who is the
Assistant Director of Community and Regulatory Services and Chris Jellife representing
the Hampshire CC Estates team. Nicola recommended that Samantha Whiting from
Library Services attend the WG meetings going forward.
• Nicola stated that the library as it stands could be half the size which would reduce the
running costs for HCC.
• GL advised that Samantha Whiting is unable to join this meeting but will be joining next
month.
2) Review draft project work programme (all)
• Members agreed that Create Streets (CS) are tasked with producing a detailed comms
plan for review and approval at the next meeting. Comms plan to sit alongside the project
plan.
• The need for market research post Covid was discussed relating to potential market
change over the next 5 to 10 years.SH outlined the type of research being done:

a) What will the demands be for Fleet Town Centre
b) The viability and narrative around the Town centre
c) Future use of existing Office Space
It was noted that PH requires the market research data to be shared with a view for
consideration in the community recovery programme.
3) Update on ‘One to One’ Councillor discussions (GL)
• Members were advised that these discussions really helped the core project team to
understand opinions and wishes. There had been a lot of positives and a lot of similarities
in opinions over a mixed-use regeneration.
• Councillors Dorn and Radley were not available previously and therefore will be given the
opportunity to meet in the coming weeks.
4) Update WG on recent meeting with HCC representatives (RQ / GL)
This was addressed in Item 1.
5) Constraints and Opportunities review (OP/SH)
• Members were talked through a presentation by OP and SH. The justification of
redeveloping the sites whilst looking at economic and spatial constraints was the focus of
the discussion. These included:a) Meeting with Samantha Whiting asap to work out HCC needs.
b) Constraints of maximum height of buildings
c) Covid restricted spatial layouts
d) Carparking and its’ economic value versus environmental impact
e) Retaining enough car parking space to support any new buildings with experts to
advise on scale of car parking for the potential redevelopment
f) Accessibility of parking to shops and key points in the town.
g) Usage of Church Rd car park and Hart Centre car park.
h) Civic Quarter area accessibility from car parks.
i) Customer facing facilities included within the Civic function building for ease of
use by residents
j) MJ suggested a more urban design approach be considered to bring together
numerous different uses within the site.
6) Proposed options to be tested (OP / SH)
• SH explained to members the intention to present a Matrix in October taking into
consideration the discussions from today’s meeting and having a better understanding of
the background to these considerations that have been raised:
a) Possibility of putting more on the Civic site.
b) Residential space on the site.
c) Performance space that can also be used for a Council Chamber.
d) Potential other uses on the site.
e) Viability of retaining the existing
f) Retaining the Civic Offices building instead of replacement

g) The financial benefits of sharing a frontline space/reception with Fleet Town
Council and other organisations. (PH pointed out that this is already in play at the
Civic Offices without FTC)
h) MJ suggested that Members look at Woodley as a model.
Members were shown images of how a best practice workspace model could
look.
7) AOB
No other business.

Meeting ended at 12.37pm
Next meeting to be held on 6 October 2020 at 11am
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CABINET
KEY DECISIONS/ WORK PROGRAMME, AND EXECUTIVE DECISIONS MADE
October 2020
Cabinet is required to publish its Key Decisions and forward work programme to inform the public of issues on which it intends to
make policy or decisions. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee also notes the Programme, which is subject to regular revision.
Report Title

Date item
agreed
for report

Outline/Reason for
Report/Comments

Suitable Alternative Natural
Green Space (SANG)

Sep 20

To update Cabinet on the amount
of SANG available in Hart

Oct 20

GC

P

Revised Draft Budget 2021
and Outturn Periods 1-4

Aug 20

Update of the revised revenue
proposals and Council Tax levels
for 2020/21

Oct 20

JR

CS

Future Provision of CCTV
Service

Sep 20

Post consideration by Overview &
Scrutiny Committee

Sep 20

Y

JR

TS

5 Councils’ Contract

Jul 20

To receive feedback from the Five
Councils Corporate Services Joint
Committee

Oct 20

Y

JR

F

Next Steps in COVID-19
Recovery

Jul 20

To provide an update on work to
support the district since last July

Oct 20

JR

JCX

1

Original Revised
Key
Cabinet Service
Due
Due
Decision Member (Note 3)
Date
Date
Y?
(Note 2)
Note 1

Oct 20

* This
item
may
contain
Exempt
Information

Y
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Report Title

Date item
agreed
for report

Car Boot Sales

Sep 20

Outline/Reason for
Report/Comments

Original Revised
Key
Cabinet Service
Due
Due
Decision Member (Note 3)
Date
Date
Y?
(Note 2)
Note 1

To inform Cabinet of a regular car
boot sale.

Oct 20

Fleet Road Pedestrianisation Jul 20

An update on the progress of
pedestrianisation of the High
Street

Sep 20

Nov 20

Harlington Roof Repairs

Jul 20

Post consideration by Cabinet in
August for updates to future works

Sep 20

Nov 20

Planning Management
Development Peer Review

Aug 19

Post consideration by Overview
and Scrutiny in November to
consider the Action Plan for
Planning Management post the
Peer Review

Feb 20

Dec 20

Treasury Management
2019/20

Annual

Post consideration by Overview &
Scrutiny Committee, to consider a
Half Year review report on
Treasury Management Strategy
2019/20

Dec 20

(Half Year Report)

2

Y

RQ

JCX

JR

CS

RQ

CS

GC

P

JR

F

* This
item
may
contain
Exempt
Information
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Report Title

Date item
agreed
for report

Outline/Reason for
Report/Comments

Original Revised
Key
Cabinet Service
Due
Due
Decision Member (Note 3)
Date
Date
Y?
(Note 2)
Note 1

Draft 2020/21 Revenue
Budget, Capital Programme
and Council Tax Proposals

Annual

Post consideration by Overview &
Feb 21
Scrutiny Committee, to agree to
recommend to Council the 2020/21
Revenue Budget, Capital
Programme and Council Tax
Proposals

JR

F

Draft 2020/21 Capital
Strategy, Treasury
Management Strategy
Statement and Asset
Management Plan

Annual

Post consideration by Overview &
Feb 21
Scrutiny Committee, to agree to
recommend to Council the 2020/21
draft Capital Strategy, the 2020/21
Treasury Management Strategy
Statement and Asset Management
Plan

JR

F

Housing Re-Procurement

Sep 20

To inform Cabinet of new software
to manage the allocations, choicebased lettings, housing options
and homelessness aspects of
Housing Services.

SB

H

Feb 21

* This
item
may
contain
Exempt
Information

Note 1
A “key decision” means an executive decision which, is likely to a) result in Council incurring expenditure or the making of savings which amount to £30,000 or 25% (whichever is the larger) of
the budget for the service or function to which the decision relates; or
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b) be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working in an area comprising two or more wards within the area
of the district of Hart.
Note 2
Cabinet Members
DN
Leader
SK

Regulatory

Note 3
Service:
JCX
CSF
F
SLS

SA

Digital

RQ

Commercialisation (Cn)

AO

Environment

JR

Finance and Corporate
Services

SB
(Cy)
GC

Community
Place

Joint Chief
Executive
Community
Safety
Finance

CS

Corporate Services

P

Place Services

PP

Planning Policy

TS

Environmental & Technical Services

H

Shared Legal
Services

MO

Community
Services
Monitoring Officer

Note 4
* This item may contain Exempt Information - Regulation 5 of the Local Authority (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access
to Information) (England) Regulations 2012
EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
03/09/20
03/09/20

Cllr Radley
Cllr Radley

Future Provision of CCTV Service
Amendments to the Five Council’s Contract
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Council Motion 24th September 2020 – Advisory Briefing Note to
Cabinet 1st October 2020
1.

PURPOSE OF THE BRIEFING NOTE

1.1

To give informal advice on a possible approach that could be followed to
address the Motion adopted at Council on 24th September 2020.

2

POSSIBLE DECISION OPTIONS FOR CABINET
That Cabinet agrees:
A. To give an objective, rigorous and detailed account of business views
while measuring progress and benefits, a Consultant is engaged to
actively engage with retailers to understand and assess the nature of their
concerns.
B. That the current traffic monitoring that is already being carried out by
Hampshire County Council is supplemented by physical observation of the
impact of traffic on neighbouring roads.
C. The Portfolio Holder Place (in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for
Environment) be authorised to have the road closures removed and Fleet
Road reopened to traffic by 31 October at the very latest if, in his opinion,
compelling and verifiable evidence has been gathered that indicates that
the benefit to retailers does not outweigh any negative impact on
businesses or residents.

3

BACKGROUND

3.1

As part of the Council’s response to Covid-19 and in line with Government
expectations, the Fleet Road pedestrianisation scheme aims to provide
additional space and confidence for local people to visit shops and residents
during Covid-19 restrictions. The initial pilot has however, met with concern
from some sections of the community. At Council on the 24th September the
following Motion was adopted:
“Despite great efforts and good intentions from all involved, there is a
concern that the closure of Fleet High Street to traffic has not been a success.
This Council therefore resolves to actively engage with retailers to understand
and assess the nature of their concerns and to physically observe at peak
times the impact of traffic on neighbouring roads. If compelling and verifiable
evidence gathered indicates that the benefit to retailers does not outweigh any
negative impact on businesses or residents, then this Council requests
Cabinet to have the road closures removed and to reopen the High Street to
traffic as soon as is practically possible and not later than the end of October
in sufficient time to support the Christmas trading period”.

1

4

CONSIDERATIONS

4.1

The thrust of the Motion is very specific in its requirements:
a) There has to be active engagement with retailers to understand and
assess the nature of their concerns; and
b) physical observation at peak times of the impact of traffic on neighbouring
roads must be carried out; and
c) If compelling and verifiable evidence gathered indicates that the benefit to
retailers does not outweigh any negative impact on businesses or
residents, the High Street should be reopened to traffic.
All this must be determined by 31 October 2020 at the very latest.

a) active engagement with retailers to understand and assess the nature of
their concerns
4.2

A Consultant 1 has agreed to give an objective, rigorous and detailed account
of business views while measuring progress and benefits. The aim being to
meet the Motion’s need to engage with all retailers, businesses and other
interested parties to understand concerns and collect evidence around the
benefits of the scheme.

Consultant’s Programme summary
Activity
Purpose
Stakeholder mapping / Online survey
• Project scoping
• Identify objectives
• Identifying all
• Identify, map and understand
stakeholders/retailers by working
stakeholders
with the BID & Council
• Establish appropriate
engagement tools
• Analysis – review existing data
and feedback
• Get a better understanding of
local issues
• Develop online survey
• Discussion with elected members
Consultation
• Contact all stakeholders and
• Give businesses an opportunity
invite them to contribute to online
to have their say
survey
• Provide alternative options to
digital feedback and allow people
to engage in different ways
The consultant proposed is an experienced communications professional who has worked on three
major high street reviews with the veteran retailer Bill Grimsey in 2013, 2018 and 2020. Previously an
adviser to a former Communities Minister, the Consultant is an LGA economic growth consultant and
designed and led the LGAs first high streets leadership course earlier this year. He has worked with
numerous local authorities and carried out Future High Streets Fund and Towns Fund consultations.
He has extensive experience of delivering comprehensive engagement plans during the pandemic.
Recent consultations include work to support high street plans in Warrington, York and Walsall and
Bloxwich.

1

2

Follow up phone calls & letters
offering option of online focus
group
• Carefully targeted social media
campaign
• Set up focus groups providing a
platform for more extensive
discussion
• Work with business networks
such as the Chamber of
Commerce to maximise
engagement with stakeholders
Face to face dialogue
• Visit Fleet and target all
businesses, giving people the
opportunity to have face to face
conversations
• Carry out clipboard surveys
• Ensure rigorous examination of
concerns and support to
establish an objective picture in
line with similar interventions –
which recognises the time
required to deliver tangible
results
• Measure benefits and gather
stand out case studies
Writing up and reviewing findings
• Review findings
• Write up report and
comprehensively represent views
and what has been achieved in a
short period
•

4.4

•

•

•

•

•

•

Establish optimum (up to 25
people) groups for detailed
discussions on the issues – and
gather more detailed feedback
Ensure everyone is involved

Make sure that, despite Covid-19
restrictions, there is a human
face to this consultation
Make it as inclusive as possible –
giving everyone a chance to
contribute
Provide proper context to
progress in line with similar
schemes in other parts of the
country

Give an objective, rigorous and
detailed account of business
views while measuring progress
and benefits

The use of a Consultant with specialist knowledge of the topic must be the
primary preference. If, however, the timescales to enable the Consultant to
carry out the full consultation programme is too short, it is still open for the
Council itself, working with its partners, to engage directly with retailers to
gauge their views. Given resource levels available to the Council, that
engagement may not necessarily be as comprehensive as that proposed by
the Consultant.

b) physical observation at peak times of the impact of traffic on neighbouring
roads must be carried out
4.3

Physical observation of the impact of traffic on neighbouring road has already
started with a well-attended councillor ‘walk-about’ on Wednesday with future
3

walkabouts arranged for each of the next few weeks. The observations will be
supplemented by the comprehensive traffic monitoring data that is being
collected already by Hampshire County Council.
c) The decision-making process to assess the evidence gathered and to form
a view as to whether that the benefit to retailers does not outweigh any
negative impact on businesses or residents.
4.4

The timetable set in the Motion is deliver its outcome is challenging. It needs a
great amount of engagement work with evidence-based evaluation to be
carried out in a relatively short period - the matter must be concluded by 31
October at the very latest. In practice there is not enough time for the matter
to be determined by Cabinet itself. A proper way forward, could be to
authorise the Head of Place, in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for the
Environment, to assess the evidence.

4.5

If the assessment is that there is compelling and verifiable evidence that
shows the benefit to retailers does not outweigh any negative impact on
businesses or residents, the decision to have the road closures removed and
to reopen the Fleet Road to traffic could be delegated to the Portfolio Holder
for Place.
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CABINET
Date and Time:

Thursday, 01 October 2020 at 7pm

Place:

Council Chamber, Civic Offices, Fleet

Present:
COUNCILLORS
Ambler, Bailey, Cockarill, Kinnell, Neighbour (Chairman), Oliver, Quarterman,
Radley
In attendance: Axam, Crookes, Delaney, Dorn, Forster, Worlock
Officers:
Patricia Hughes
Emma Foy
Mark Jaggard
Daniel Hawes
Andrew Down
Helen Vincent
Celia Wood
36

Joint Chief Executive
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Place
Planning Policy Manager
Commercial Director at Five Councils Partnership
Committee Services
Committee Services

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the meeting of 3 September 2020 were confirmed and signed
as a correct record.

37

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
None received.

38

CHAIRMAN’S ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Leader reminded the Committee that item 9 on the Agenda is exempt and
would be discussed in order of the Agenda.

39

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None received.

40

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE AGENDA)
None received.

CAB.15

41

UPDATE ON SUITABLE ALTERNATIVE NATURAL GREENSPACE
(SANG)
The purpose of this report is to update Cabinet on the amount of SANG
available in Hart, to consider how it should best be used, and what measures
are needed to ensure Council has control of its own SANG assets.
Members noted:
• That access to Hart administered or controlled SANG capacity is strictly
limited and prioritised solely for development that is needed to comply
with Hart’s identified Local Plan housing needs.
• Amended wording to bring the Policy in line with the new Local Plan, of
note, the Interim Avoidance Strategy to be replaced by a technical
advice note.
• The Strategic Access Management Monitoring (SAMM) is applied in
Hart with immediate effect.
Members discussed:
• Whether Hart is short of SANG and if we are looking to acquire extra
land.
• As a local planning authority our SANG is a finite resource therefore we
enable developments which will significantly advance the allocation of
affordable homes for rent.
• Hart have temporarily paused granting SANG to allow a catch up in the
monitoring process however there is a reasonable amount to be
released for future years.
• Opportunities to negotiate on appropriate land to support SANG
provision for the future.
DECISION
Cabinet accepted the Officer recommendations as follows:
1.
That Cabinet notes the SANG monitoring figures at Appendix 1.
2.

That access to Hart administered or controlled SANG capacity is
strictly limited and prioritised solely for development that is needed to
comply with Hart’s identified Local Plan housing needs with the
emphasis on supporting developments that provide affordable homes
for rent.

3.

That the Council’s SANG allocation criteria is updated as set out at
Appendix 2.

4.

That the Interim Avoidance Strategy for the Thames Basin Heaths
Special Protection Area, First Revision, Adopted November 2010 is
withdrawn.

5.

Subject to Recommendation 4, that the Strategic Access Management
Monitoring (SAMM) tariff at Appendix 3 is applied in Hart with
immediate effect.
CAB.16

6.
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Subject to Recommendation 4, that updated planning guidance in the
form of a Technical Advice Note is prepared to replace the Interim
Avoidance Strategy, to be approved by the Head of Place.

REVISED DRAFT BUDGET 2020/2021 AND OUTTURN PERIODS 1-4
The report provides a summary of the revised revenue proposals for 2020/21
to enable Overview and Scrutiny Committee to forward its comments on the
proposed draft revised budget and Council Tax levels to Cabinet.
Members considered:
• That the COVID-19 pandemic coincided with the start of the 2020-21
financial year and as a consequence, some regular services were
suspended, and others introduced therefore the previously agreed
budget has been re-cast to reflect the new situation.
• The timing and nature of the pandemic has limited our opportunities in
increasing income.
Members discussed:
• When we can expect the confirmation that our estimate has been
accepted for the new Government Scheme to compensate Authorities
for lost fees due to the Covid-19 pandemic and were informed this
should be within the next 2 weeks.
• 95% confidence that Hart will qualify for compensation for loss of
income from Leisure Centres through the Government Scheme.
• What has been factored into the budget model to use for the shortfall.
Members thanked Officers for the accurate data and noted that the budget will
continue to be vigorously reviewed during this uncertain period.
DECISION
Cabinet agreed the draft revised budget and the funding of any shortfall in lost
income due to Covid-19 from the General Fund after all Central Government
funding schemes have been fully engaged with.
Cabinet noted the budget monitoring information provided in Appendix One for
the period ended July 2020

43

FUTURE PROVISION OF CCTV SERVICE
Following review of the Council’s CCTV service and the associated costs
required to operate and maintain it, this report outlined the options for and
makes recommendations on future CCTV service delivery.
Members considered:
• The termination of the shared service agreement with Rushmoor
Borough Council for the monitoring of Hart’s CCTV cameras.
• The option to continue to run the service and establish a legal
agreement with Runnymede Borough Council, who currently operate a
CAB.17

•
•
•

CCTV service for themselves and Spelthorne Borough Council, to
monitor the cameras.
The commencement of all necessary technical feasibility and other
preliminary works to affect the proposed new service agreement.
That a budget of £104K is allocated in the council’s capital programme
to fund implementation and decommissioning costs.
That a budget of £15K per annum is allocated to the Council’s capital
programme for a 3-year period commencing in 2021/2022 to fund a
rolling replacement of the Council’s CCTV camera stock.

Members discussed:
• Runnymede operators in Runnymede will come to Hart to familiarise
themselves with the Hart area.
• The level of service and how that may change recognising the benefits
of the new service outweighing any disadvantages.
• Whether a consultation with Parish Councils has taken place.
• The cost of de-commissioning the service under the original Contract
Hart inherited at the start of the service and asked Officers to doublecheck the break clause for a possibility to reduce the cost.
DECISION
Cabinet Agreed:
(i)
the termination of the shared service agreement with Rushmoor
Borough council for the monitoring of Harts CCTV cameras;
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(ii)

(the establishment of a legal agreement with Runnymede Borough
Council for the monitoring of Harts CCTV cameras as outlined in the
below report;

(iii)

the commencement of all necessary technical feasibility and other
preliminary works to affect the proposed new service agreement;

(iv)

that a budget of £104k is allocated in the council’s capital programme
to fund implementation and decommissioning costs.

(v)

that a budget of £15k per annum is allocated to the council’s capital
programme for 3-year period commencing in 2021/22 to fund a rolling
replacement of the Councils CCTV camera stock.

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
The following item contained exempt information. Cabinet considered
whether the public interest in maintaining an exemption outweighed the public
interest in disclosing the information.
DECISION
Cabinet agreed that, in accordance with Section 100A(4) of the Local
Government Act 1972, the public be excluded during the discussion of the
matters referred to, on the grounds that they involved the likely disclosure of
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exempt information, as defined in paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of
the Act, and the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighed the
public interest in disclosing the information.
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FIVE COUNCILS (5Cs) CONTRACT
This report invited Cabinet to consider the current position with regard to the
contract for Corporate Services, known as the Five Councils’ Partnership.
DECISION
Cabinet considered the paper and agreed to the anticipated financial
implications arising from the renegotiation of the Five Council’s Corporate
Services Contract with Capita Business Services.
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NEXT STEPS IN COVID-19 RECOVERY
This report provided an update on the Council’s work to support the district
since the last report in July, in response to the outbreak of Coronavirus
(COVID-19).
It also provided more detail on the work currently being undertaken to support
the recovery phase, an overview of the ‘lessons learnt’ and our preparations
for any local outbreaks. It is key to note that as before this report represented
a high-level assessment of the current position. The situation remains live,
the pandemic is still ongoing, and work continues to assess the implications
on our residents and the Council.
Members discussed:
• Reflection on lessons learnt and emergency decisions made and noted
that we are in a better position if we go into another lockdown situation.
• Communication improvement with more regular contact and faster
responses.
• Joint Chief Executives to look at emergency points of information on
our website with links to HCC outbreak plan, Keeping Hampshire safe
website, LGinform covid website and BBC website for district
information.
• Approval for the use of Hart Council’s staff car park for the provision of
testing or vaccinations facilities for Covid-19 or Influenza.
• Social isolation payments commenced Monday this week.
DECISION
Cabinet:
(i)
Noted and endorses the remaining decisions taken under emergency
powers prior to cessation of the major incident response phase and the
preparations for any second or local outbreak of coronavirus.
(ii)

Endorsed the Councils approach to the utilisation of the ‘kick start’ and
apprenticeship schemes for both recovery and other roles within the
organisation.
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(iii)

Approved the Recovery Plans as outlined in appendix 1, subject to
authorising the Joint Chief Executive, in consultation with the Leader,
to agree any further variations to the Recovery Plans in recognition that
the circumstances surrounding the Covid-19 pandemic does change,
so there may be a need for these plans to evolve in light of emerging
information.

(iv)

Noted the main ‘lessons learnt’ (appendix 2) from the first wave of the
pandemic and endorsed the approach to building into second or local
outbreak planning

(v)

Approved the use of the Councils Staff Car Park for use in provision of
testing or vaccination facilities for Covid-19 or Influenza, seven days a
week.

CAR BOOT SALES / SUNDAY MARKETS
This report invited Cabinet to consider and provide a strategic lead on the
options they would like the Council to pursue and further investigate, which
would enable the delivery of Sunday Markets or Car Boot Sales to occur on
Council owned car parks.
Members considered:
• To continue to run the (temporary) car boot sale in the Victoria Road
car park and to provide car boot sales in the future.
• Longer term the Council will need a policy on car boot sales if it does
continue.
• How the commercial value will be distributed in terms of an opportunity
to provide all profits to agree Charities.
• Each car park is amenable to a separate choice, so there are many
options.
• Would running the sale ourselves be a strain on resources.
In summing up, Cllr Quarterman suggested the paper be approved as
presented in order to allow the existing car boot sale to continue and to take
note of what has been discussed at this meeting, to gain an initial view of the
potential strategic direction to enable further work on the preferred approach.
DECISION
Cabinet confirmed that it is interested in the exploration of options for the
future delivery of Sunday car boot sale/ markets
Cabinet:
A.
(i) Endorsed the proposal by the Head of Corporate Services to use
delegated powers to temporarily waive Contract Standing Orders for
the period between the period 4th October and 1st November 2020 to
enable Sunday car Boot sales to resume on Victoria Road car park;
and (ii) agreed that a proper procurement exercise is undertaken in
accordance with Contract Standing Orders to ensure that the Council
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from 7th November 2020 secures value for money in the use of its
assets and that equal, open, and fair opportunity is given to bid for the
opportunity to run Sunday Car Boot sales on Victoria Road car park if
options C(i) or C(ii) are sought for further investigation.
B.

Cabinet agrees that any proposed car boot sale/Sunday market policy
should review all Council car parks, across the whole district

C.

In drafting a Car boot sale/Sunday market policy Cabinet authorised
the Joint Chief Executive to carry out further investigations, with the
expectation of a report to Cabinet in November 2020 on one of the
following options; i) seeks a commercial value for the car boot sales,
and to tender this opportunity ii) seeks a commercial value for the car
boot sales, tender for this opportunity, and provide all profits to agreed
charities iii) seeks to run the car boot sale by the Council, retaining or
sharing proceeds as appropriate iv) establishes a policy whereby the
Council will only consider car boot sales where run for charitable
purposes.

Meeting stopped for a break at 9.27pm and resumed at 9.35pm
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MINUTES FROM CIVIC REGENERATION WORKING GROUP
Members noted the minutes of the meeting held on 01 September 2020.
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FLEET ROAD PEDESTRIANISATION MOTION
To give informal advice on a possible approach that could be followed to
address the Motion adopted at Council on 24th September 2020.
It was explained that a Consultant had been engaged to carry out a detailed
account of business views while measuring progress and benefits to
understand and assess the nature of their concerns.
That the current traffic monitoring is being carried out by Hampshire County
Council and supplemented by physical observation of the impact of traffic on
neighbouring roads.
Members discussed:
• If it is possible to collate the turnover and footfall data within the tight
timescale given.
• When a decision will be made and who ultimately will be responsible
for that decision.
DECISION
Cabinet agreed:
A.
To give an objective, rigorous and detailed account of business views
while measuring progress and benefits, a Consultant is engaged to
actively engage with retailers to understand and assess the nature of
their concerns.
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B.

That the current traffic monitoring that is already being carried out by
Hampshire County Council is supplemented by physical observation of
the impact of traffic on neighbouring roads.

C.

The Portfolio Holder Place (in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for
Environment) be authorised to have the road closures removed and
Fleet Road reopened to traffic by 31 October at the very latest if, in his
opinion, compelling and verifiable evidence has been gathered that
indicates that the benefit to retailers does not outweigh any negative
impact on businesses or residents.

CABINET WORK PROGRAMME
The Cabinet Work Programme was considered and amended.
•
•
•
•

To bring back a further car boot sale report.
Fleet road pedestrianisation – Cabinet Member is Cllr Cockarill and this
update may be an oral report.
There will be a formal Civic Quarter Regeneration Report on
preliminary findings due January or February 2021.
Asset based reports and leases will be coming soon.

The meeting closed at 10.15pm
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